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Electrical Transport Properties of the Semiconducting Layer Compounds 

GaS and GaSe 

1. Introduetion 

Semieonducting layer compounds sueh as GaS and GaSe are of particular 

interest because anisatrapie behaviour is to be expected with respect to 

optica! as well as electrieal properties. 

This is one of the main reasans why in 1964 these compounds were eba

sen as subjects for investigations in the Solid State Group at the De

partment of Physics of the Eindhoven University of Teehnology. 

Gallium sulphide had shown extremely high resistivity, and this fact 

fitted well into the aim of setting up a laboratory to facilitate trans

port measurements on high ohmic material. It has to be pointed out that 

during the last few years our experiments on GaS and afterwards on GaSe 

have shown eonvergenee to those properties that were predominantly de

fined by the typieal layered structure, more than by impurities. 

Apart from these main reasans there were several more why GaS had 

been chosen for the initial investigations: 

a. GaS had been much less investigated than GaSe; 

b. earlier publications had shown only one crystal structure for GaS 

and at least two for GaSe; 

c. there was some knowledge of the chemical properties of GaS, so we 

had a good chance to grow single crystals; 

d. tagether with the start of the electrical transport investigations, 

chemical properties were subjectsof research in this laboratory *); 

e. new apparatus for making electrical measurements on extremely high 

ohmic samples became available. 

1.1. Survey of earlier literature 

The following is a brief survey of earlier literature on GaS, GaSe, 

GaS and mixed crystals GaSx Sel-x' 

R.H. Bube and E.L. Lind report on the photoconductivity of GaSe 

(1959) 1)and of GaSx Sel-x (1960)
2>. In particular they are interested in 

*) See thesis R.M.A. Lieth: "Physi.ca::hemical Investigations and Electrical 

Conductivity Measurements on Monocrystalline Gallium Sulphide", 

Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, 1969. 
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the properties of GaSe as photoresistive material compared with CdS and 

CdSe. As detailed optical absorption measurements were _not available, 

they do not give much attention to the photoconductive properties as a 

function of pboton energy. 

Z.S. Basinski, D.B. Dove and E. Mooser report on the relationship 

between structures and dislocations in GaS and GaSe (1961) 3~ This paper 

supports the crystal structure model introduced by Schubert et.al. 

(1955) 4~ who suggested that the main difference between GaS and GaSe 

structures lies in the way the layers are stacked. 

P. Fielding, G. Fischer and E. Mooser describe in a paper (1959)~ 
optical and electrical ~easurements on compounds of type AIII Brv. 

G. Fischer has publisbed in a paper some speculations on the band 

structure of GaS and GaSe (1963) 6 . He reports also on results of opti

cal measurements and on the Hall effect in GaSe. 

1.2. Contents of the thesis 

The thesis consists of eight publications tagether with the present 

summary. These articles cover the electrical transport investigations 

carried out by the author and are listed tagether with their abstracts 

in Sec. 4.1. 

In Sec. 4.2. the results of the publications are discussed against the 

background of the literature. We will deal also with several subjects 

which have been only briefly discussed in our publications: Crystal 

Structure in Sec. 2, Recent Literature in Sec. 3, and Band Structure 

of GaS and GaSe in Sec. 5. 

2. Crystal structure 

The most important artiele on the structure containing a descrip

tion of previous investigations has been publisbed by Basinski et al. 3) 

(1961). From it, it appears that bath GaS and GaSe crystals are built 

up of fourfold layers, each fourfold layer containing two close-packed 

gallium layers and two cmse-packed anion layers in the sequence anion

gallium-gallium-anion, see figure I. 
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figure 1. 

Structure of a fourfold layer of GaS and GaSe: 

• Ga atoms • Q S or Se atoms 

The bondin& between the fourfold layers is of t:he Van der Waals type, 

while the intralayer bonding is co:valent with a small ionic contribution. 

GaS and GaSe differ in the way the mu.ltiple layers are stad:ed i.e. there 

exist the e: and y madific.ations for GaSe and. the ff modification fo.tr GaS·. 

Very seldom has 8,-type• been foundi in Ga.Se. The various modific.a:f:ions. are 

represented. 

As a ~onsequence of the different. stacking., the energ;ies aasGrc:iateà: 

wi.th thas:e· stac:lci.ng faults where. part of the. crystal bas sHppd. al!cma: 

one of its layers,. will be· diffenmt. From fig.~ Z.e. it can be seeu: l!:h:at: 

opposite t.o. each au1pliur at.l1lm· there· is a. gallium atom in. the -are.st 

layer,. which is not the case with ~aSe·., as shown. in fig. 2-a,. lt. Owin& 
ltt~~: the oppo.site electric cha:lrges of the• cations awf anions,. considera

blLy llliOr1i!: energy is required t:o crea:te a S<t.ackill@ faul t iD.\ the c:ase. o-f 

GaS t:han illl. the. ease. of Ga.Se. 
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b 

figure 2 

4tGa 
Os.se 

c 

Stacking of the layers in GaS and GaSe 

a. s-modification, b. y-modification, c. S-modification. 

Recently, Mooser and SchlÜtter have publisbed an extensive study on high

angle twist in GaSe 7) (1971). This phenomenon can only be due to the low 

stacking fault energy in GaSe. 
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3. Recent experimental literature 

In this sectien we shall review the most important items from recently 

publisbed literature covering the field of this thesis. They refer to in

vestigations on optical effects, electrical transport properties and elec

troluminescence. We should also mention here the International Symposium 

on Anisotropy in Layer Structures B) (1968), where new investigations on 

the electric transport properties have been presented also in the field 

of GaS. Befare this symposium mostly optical measurements on GaSe were 

presented. 

3.1. Optical measurements 

3 I . 1 b . B b g) . JO) Aul1'ch IJ)*) .1 .• Opt1ca a sorpt1on: re ner , Bassan1 

The optical absorption coefficient has been measured for various direc

tions of incident light and polarisation, in order to obtain information on 

the band edges and indirect and direct transitions. From the results it 

followed that there existed in GaS as well as in GaSe two conduction bands 

viz. a lower one at the edge of the Brillouin zone and a higher one at the 

zone centre. Transitions from the valenee band to both bands proved to he 

forbidden, except in the case incident light polarised in the direction pa

rallel to the c-axis. 

For GaSx Sel-x the energy difference between the two conduction bands 

varies linearly with composition from 50 meV for GaSe to 450 meV for GaS. 

3.1.2. Excitons: Indirect excitons: Kamimura 12), 

Direct excitons: Brebner 13), Déverin 14) 

Most investigations have been carried out on GaSe, because this compound 

shows a structure of several peaks even at 77 K. The indirect exciton bas 

been studied by Kamimura et al. 12 ) and they found it typical of the two

dimensional type. It can be distinguished from the three-dimensional exci

ton by its step function absorption in contrast to the normal peak behaviour 

*) Only first authors are mentioned in the subtitles, and the years of pu-

blication are omitted. 
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The structure in the ground state exciton absorption in the direct 

transition has been measured by Brebner et al. 13
). I~ particular they 

concentraeed their attention upon the splitting of the ground state in 

the s-y modification of GaSe. They interpreeed this splitting as occur

ring by mixing the pure E and y modifications. Up to eight lines have 

been resolved. Since in a stack of five layers up to ten inequivalent 

layers are possible in all the E and y mixtures, it follows that in the 

ground state the excitons essentially extend over five layers, i.e. 40 ~. 
Déverin 14) has made a calculation on a model of an anisotropic three

dimensional exciton and found it applicable to the measured values of 

GaSe. The model allowed the division of the Hamiltonion into two parts. 

One is spherically symmetrie, the other contain s the anisotropy of the 

reduced mass ~ and the dielectric constant s. The results are 

~.L = 0.0925 m
0

, IJ. I/= 0.243 m
0

, and E:J.= 10.2, s// = 7.6. 

3.1.3. Magneto-optical absorption: Halpern 15 ) 

This author has reported measurements of the direct transition in GaSe 

at 1.5 Kin theexciton and Landau region. The results he obtained with 

the Faraday geometry have been interpreted much more extensively than 

those obtained with the Voigt geometry. 

For this review the existing mass anisotropy is important: transverse 

effective mass ~1 = 0.14 m
0 

and the longitudinal mass ~ 11= 0. 7 m
0

• 

3.1.4. Refractive indices: Brebner 16 ) 

Investigations on GaS as well as on GaSe have been reported by Brebner 

et al. 16). They measured the ordinary and the extraordinary refractive 

index in the vicinity of the band edges. The results proved to be in 

agreement with the value of the dielectric constants. 

3 I 1 fl d 1 b · Suzukl. 17 ) G d h. IS) •• 5. E ectrore ectance an e ectro-a sorpt1on: a z 1ev 

Both investigators carried out measurements in the band edge and exci

ton region. Suzuki et al. 17 ) have publisbed measurements of the electro

reflectance with one transparent contact at the illuminated front of the 
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sample'and the other contact at the back, while Gadzhiev et al. IS) 

have used two centacts at the non-illuminated back of the sàmple for 

their electro-absorption experiment. 

The results of these two investigations differed markedly, because 

Gadzhiev et al. used a two-dimenstional exciton approximation and Suzu

ki et al. a three-dimensional one. They have found for the exciton bin

ding energy 67 meV and 23 meV respectively. The value of 67 meV resembied 

the binding energy of the two-dimensional exciton approximation and Suzu

mimura 12). Other investigations showed 20 meV for the binding energy, 
17) see table presented by Suzuki 

3.2. Electrical transport properties 

19) • 20) 3.2.1. Hall effect: Fivaz , Isma~lov 

A very important contribution to the field of electrical transport 

properties in layer structures has been made by Fivaz and Mooser 19), 

who derived a scattering theory typical of this type of structures. 

According to this theory, the lattice scattering is mainly due to the 

interaction of charge carriers with those phonons that modulate the 

layer thickness. Experimental support for this theory bas been found 

in Hall effect measurements on GaSe and on Mos2 , MoSe2 and wse2• All 

these materials showed a tempersture dependenee of the mobility that was 

explained by this typical two-dimensional scattering process. 

Some investigations by Ismailov ZO) on Bridgeman grown crystals 

showed a mobility that indicated three-dimensional lattice sca.ttering. 

This may be caused by a large number of crystal imperfections in parti

cular intergrowth of the layers. On the ether hand, all vapour-grown 

crystals, which were essentially stmin-free, showed the two-dimensional 

scat tering. 

3.2.2. Photoconductivity: Abdullaev (in GaSe) 21 } Vink (in GaS) 22 ) 

In the last few years less attention bas been given to the photoconduc

tive properties of the compounds GaS and GaSe. Abdullaev et al. Zl) have 

investigated the rectifying and photoconductive properties of p-GaSe and 

obtained also information about roetal (Cd)-p-GaSe contact harriers, especi· 

ally with respect to the photovoltaic effect. 
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Vink 22 } has reported extensive photoconductivity measurements as a 

function of intensity and temperature on GaS, which we~e carried out in 

our laboratory. He has interpreted the results using the code-number sys

tem of Klasens 23 ). 

Decay measurements have been carried out by several authors. They all 

pointed out the presence of both fast and slow traps. 

In particular for a more detailed interpretation of the photoconducti

vity as a function of high intensity, a much better controlled impurity 

content is necessary. 

3.2.3. Contact harriers: Kurtin 24) McGill 25 ) 

24) Kurtin et al. have presented the results of photoresponse measure-

ments on p-GaSe. They have taken the electronegativity of the contact metal 

to be relevant, and found the harrier energy to be linearly dependent on 

this electronegativity. 

McGill et al. 25) have publisbed investigations on M-I-M structures 

with a very thin GaSe layer (100 - 2000 Î) as insuiator and used Au and Al 

as the two metals. They found evidence for contact-limited thermionic 

currents in these structures. 

3.2.4. Anisatrapie conductivity in GaSe: Tredgold 26 ) 

Tredgold and Clark 26 ) detected on n-type GaSe an exponential tempera

ture dependenee of the anisotropy with an activation energy of 0.1 - 0.2 eV. 

Owing to the stronger dependenee on temperature of the conductivity perpen

dicular to the layers than that parallel to them, they concluded that there 

must exist a hopping type electron mobility in that direction. 

On p-type they have found the temperature dependences in the two main 

crystal directions to be equal. 

3.2.5. Field-emission effects: Tagiev 
27

) Romeo 
28

) 

Both authors have investigated these effects, while the latter has mea

sured in particular the properties of samples having a region of negative 

differential resistance. For the explanation of his results he used Lam

perts 29 ) theory of negative resistance in insulators, in which double in

jection occurs. 
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3.3. Electroluminescence in GaS, GaSe and Ga Sx~l-x: Brebner 
30

), Cingo

lani 31 >, Romeo 32) 

Electroluminescence has been reported by Brebner and Mooser 30) • Gingo

lani et al. 31
) and Romeo 32>. Apart from differences intheir results, 

they all have measured a sharp emission. It appeared only at the catbode 

and until now it has been interpreeed as a direct exciton recombination. 

4. Publications underlying this thesis 

The papers which are bere presented as thesis together with their pu

blished abstracts, are listed in Sec. 4.1. In Sec. 4.2. the contente of 

these articles will be discussed in comparison with the results of the 

literature. 

The contributions of the co-authors have been discussed in Sec. 4.3. 

4.1. Articles and abstracts 

I PHOTO-CONDUCTIVITY AND PHOTO HALL-EFFECT MEASUREMENTS ON GALLIUM SULPHIDE 

SINGLE CRYSTLAS 

A.H.M. Kipperman and G.A. van der Leeden 

Solid State Group, Technological University, Eindhoven, Netherlands 

(Received 21 May 1968 by G.W. Rathenau) 

Four-point photo-conductivity and Hall-effect measurements were carried out 

on n- and p-type gallium sulphide single crystals at room temperature. Some 

of the n-type samples show a superlinear region in the conductivity-light

intensity curve. The Hall-mobilities of n- and p-type samples under illumi-
2 -1 -1 nation were found to be 25 and 5 cm V s respectively. Measurements of 

the anisotropy in conducitvity yielded an order of magnitude of the ratio 

of the conductivities in the ab-plane and in the direction of the c-axis 

of 100. 

Solid State Communications, ~. 657 (1968) 
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A.H.M. Kipperman and C.J. Vermij 

Solid State Group, Department of Physics, Technological University, Eindhoven 

(ricevuto il 7 Novembre 1968) 

On n- and p-type GaS Hall-effect measurements were carried out in a tempera

ture range of 80 ~ 600 K at the higher temperatures in the dark as well 

as under il1urr.ination. At the lower temperatures only photo-Hall effect 

could be measured because of the high dark resistance of the samples. The 

Hall mobility (magnetic field perpendicular to the layers) can be expressed 
-2.! 2 -1 I -2.1 2 -I -J 

as \lH = 12 (1/T
0

) cm\' s for holes and llH = 16 {T/T
0

) cm V s 

for electrans T
0 

= 300 K. An interpretation of these results with a scat

tering theory of Fivaz and Mooser yields a pbonon energy of 0.05 eV. From 

infra-red-absorption measurements a fundamental peak is found at 0.04 eV: 

according to theoretica! expectations this i.r. value should be smaller 

than 0.05 eV. Weak coupling of the carriers with the lattice as required 

by theory leads to me> 1.5 m
0 

and ~ > 2 m
0

.Thermoelectric power measure

ments carried out on n-type crystals by Kipperman and Sliepenbeek indicated 

m = 5 m. 
e o 

Il Nuovo Cimento 63B, 29, (1969) 

III ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF METAL SURFACE BARRIERS ON THE LAYER STRUCTURES OF 

GaS AND GaSe 

A.H.M. Kipperman and H.F. van Leiden 

Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Teehnology, Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands 

(received 29 May 1969: in revised form 19 August 1969) 

Barrier energies and I-V curves of several contact metals on n-type GaS 

are studied. The dependenee of harrier energy on the work function of the 

metal can be interpreted by means of chemical interaction with the GaS. 

Journal Physics Chemistry Solids, .:!!_, 597 0970) 
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VI THERMOELECTRIC-POWER MEASUREMENTS ON GALLIUM-SULPHIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS. 

EFFECTIVE DENSITY OF STATES 

A.H.M. Kipperman and T.B.A.M. Sliepenbeek 

Solid State Group, Department of Physics, Technological University, Eindhoven 

(ricevuto il 7 Novembre 1968) 

Thermoelectric-power measurements were carried out on n- and p-type samples 

GaS. n-type samples were measured in the range from room temperature to 

55Ó°K. p-type samples only at 550°K because of the high resistivity of the 

p-type samples. From the results Ne was found to be of to 21 cm- 3 at room tem

perature. This value is in disagreement with the theory of Fischer because 

when using this model an effective mass m 
e 

0.01 m is found. The model 
0 

of Fivaz yields a mass of me 

tive mass of the electrous is 

5 m • Since 
0 

the existence of a heavy effec-

also supported by the results of Hall measure-

ments, the model of Fivaz seems to be the most appropriate. 

11 Nuovo Cimento. 63B. 36 (1969) 

VII THERMOELECTRIC POWER AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF LAYER COMPOUNDS n-GaS 

AND n-GaSe 

A.H.M. Kipperman 

Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands 

The effective density of states N of n-GaS and n-GaSe are calculated from 
c 

the thermoelectric power, the conductivity and the Hall mobility. From the 
21 -3 results on GaS, Ne is found to be 10 cm at room temperature. 

The N value of the upper conduction band in GaSe appears to be approx. 
c 

to22cm-3 at room temperature. 

(to be publisbed in Solid State Communications) 
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PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF THE LAYER COMPOUND N-TYPE GaSe 

A.H.M. Kipperman and R.J.F.J. Schmeits 

Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The 

Netherlands 

Investigation of the photoconductivity of n-GaSe bas shown that an additio

nal conduction band at 0.4 eV above the fundamental edge is very likely, as 

is in agreement with the model of Kipperman et al. The effects can easily 

be observed when the electric field is oriented //c-axis. 

(to be published) 

4.2. Results of the publications discussed against the background of the 

literature 

4.2.1. Electron and hole mobilities in GaS (I), (II) 

As far as we know, no other investigations on the Hall mobility ~H of 

GaS have been published. The values of ~H for p-type GaS and GaSe do not 

differ very much, viz. 12 and 25 cm2/v sec at room temperature respective

ly. For n-type the difference is much greater, viz. 16 and 250 cm2/V sec. 

As we shall see in Sec. 4.2.4. the large value of ~H for n-GaSe has to be 

ascribed to a contribution of a higher conduction band with very mobile 

elect~ons. 

4.2.2. Interpretation of the scattering using Fivaz theory (II) 

We made an interpretation of our Hall mobility measurements using the 

~scattering theory of Fivaz 19), 36 ) for two-dimensional lattice scattering. 

It was based on the strong resemblance between the structures of GaS and 

GaSe. see Sec. 2. According to this theory we derived from the measured 
-2 4 ' 

temperature dependenee (T ' ) of ~H' the energy of the optical phonons. 

and obtained the value of 50 meV. In order to have support for this result, 

far i.r. absorption and reileetion measurements were carried out (see also II) 
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From the results we obtained the value SS meV for the pbonon energy. Con

siclering the accuracy of energy values, the latter may very well refer to 

the same pbonon as derived from the Hall effect measurements. 

4.2.3. Metal surface harriers (III), (IV) 

In III we compared our results on n-GaS with those of Kurtin and Mead 24) 

on p-GaSe. The kink we observed in the curves of the harrier energies vs 

the work functions of the contact metal appears also in similar curves 

repreaenting the measurements of Kurtin and Mead. This kink vanishes when 

the electronegativity is used instead of the work function. We interpre

ted the kink as follows. The harrier energy is almost constant for all 

metals having a lower work function than galiium. On the other hand, 

we found that the sulphides of these metals had higher heats of formation 

than GaS. The same proved tobevalid for GaSe, See. IV. 

This effect appears more pronounced for contacts evaporated at elevated 

substrate temperatures. Therefore, we concluded that by means of chemi

cal interaction the sulphur or selenium of the crystal dissolved in the 

contact metal, leaving bebind a thin Ga layer. So the effective work func

tion of the contact will be that of Ga; this explains the observed almost 

constant value of the harrier ener~y below the Ga point. 

4.2.4. Anisotropic conductivity (V) 

We have measured the anisotropy of the conductivity, i.e. the ratio of 

the conductivity perpendicular and parallel to the layers on GaS and GaSe 

as a function of temperature, and found an almost constant value of 1000 

for GaS and a decrease above 380 K for GaSe. The conductivity perpendicu

lar to the layers proved to be more temperature dependent than that paral

lel to them. Tredgold 26 ) did not observe the saturation of the anisotropy 

towards lower temperatures, because his temperature range was less extended 

than ours. Our hopping model in the direction of the c-axis resulted in a 

very high value of the hopping mobility. Moreover, its activatien energy 

proved to be equal to the energy difference between the two conduction 

bands in our mixed conduction model. Therefore, we concluded that the 

latter model was more likely. The electron-mobHity ratio of the two bands 

in the plane of the layers, 5 x 103 , may explain the high value of the Hall 
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mobility in n-type GaSe. Throughout other publications further support 

for this model is particularly given in IV, VII and VIII. 

A first indication from the literature for a higher conduction band 

in GaSe came from Kamimura 33 ) and was based on his band structure cal-

culation. 

A further indication was received very recently from Dr. SchlÜtter 34) 

who was so kind as to make available some preliminary results of a band 

structure calculation in which several fourfold layers were considered. 

The higher conduction band entersthe structure when taking into account 

the coupling between adjacent layers. 

4.2.5. Effective density of states, effective electron mass (VI), (VII) 

While Fivaz 13 ) calculated the effective density of states, Ne' we 

derived the experimental value for GaS from transport measurements. 

N = 1021 cm- 3 at T = 300 K. Using the model of Fivaz, we obtained for 
c 

the effective electron mass me = 5 m
0

• This agrees with the lower limit 

m > 1.5 m from Hall effect measurements. 
e o 

In order to explain the results of the thermoelectric power measurements 

on n-type GaSe, we had to introduce in our calculations a mixed conduction 

model, in accordance with the existing two conduction bands. As can be 

seen from the details in VII, the results are in good agreement with the 

experimental thermopower and conductivity values. 

The main result is the value of the effective density of states of the 
22 -3 

upper conduction band, approx. 10 cm • 

4.2.6. Photoconductivity of n-type GaSe (VIII) 

We measured the photocondoctivity on n-type GaSe in order to acquire 

support for the model with a 0.4 eV higher conduction band with very 

mobile electrons. Although such a band was practically not obser,vable 

in optical absorption measurements, we tried photoconductivity because 

the higher mobility partially compensates the low number of electrens 

in that band. Particularly in the geometry with the centacts on the top 
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and bottom of the platelike sample, a sharp increase in photocurrent bas 

been observed at approx. 2.4 eV, i.e. ó.4 eV above the fundamental edge. 

Using contact configurations with the electric field parallel to the layer, 

i.e. the direction with a much smaller mobility ratio, the contribution 

of this higher conduction band is very small. It has to be pointed óut 

that the effect can be predicted from the results of the anisotropy measure

ments (V). 

We have observed in our curves as well as in the curves publisbed by 

Bube I) that the value of the photocurrent in the excitonic absorption 

region is too high to be explained by electron-hole generation via exciton 

ionisation. We suppose that the contribution to the photocurrents was due 

to theexciton polarisation (approx. 30%) and was observable just //c

axis owing to the short "Schubweg" in that direction, in which the charge 

carriers havè to cross the layers. 

4.3. Contributions made by co-authors 

In order to make clear the contributions made by co-authors to the under

lying articles, a short description of the research programme bas to be 

given, The programme was arranged so that parts of it could serve as finish

ing tasks for students working in the final stage of their master's degree 

studies. After they had obtained their degree, further interpretation of 

the results and additional measurements have been done by the first author. 

Concievably, the manuscript bas been discussed by all the authors. 

For the last few years two associates, who are engaged on their thesis 

work, have been sharing the research work on layer structures. One is 

Mr. J.G.A.M. van den Dries *) who is studying Contact Barriers and p-n 

Junctions in Gas. the other Mr. A.I. Peynenborgh who is engaged in Ani

sotropic Scattering in GaSx Sel-x' 

Together with Mr. M.J. Gelten, who is investigating optica! properties of 

the same compounds, the results of the measurements are continuously eva

luated, 

*) 
Collaborator of the foundation: "Stichting Fundamenteel Onderzoek der 

Materie~ (F.O.M.). 
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5. Band structure of GaS and GaSe 

A first study on the pattern of the band structures of GaS and GaSe 

has been publisbed by Fischer 6). His "Speculations on the Band Struc

ture" were based on the nearly-free-one-electron approach, and were 

strictly two-dimensional in nature. So the free electron sphere is re

duced to a circle here. The procedure resulted in a valenee band at 

k = 0 with a single or two-fold maximum, and a conduction band which 

appeared to have extended minima at the zone sides and a single minimum 

at the zone corners. 

A few years afterwards Baasani et al. 37 ) and Kamimura et al. JJ) 

presented their band structure calculations, both with a tight binding 

approximation. See figures 3 and 4. The formerhad taken into account 

the mixing of the s and Pz orbitals, whereas the latter had only consi

dered the TI bands. Kamimura·et al. made correctionsin their calcula

tions after comparing them with experimental results. 

1: i 
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Band structure of GaS and GaSe according to Bassani et al. 
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Band.structure of GaS and GaSe according to Kamimura et al. 

Kamimura et al. characterised the properties of valenee and conduction 

bands as follows : "The valenee band consists of a 7f band with heavy effec

tive masses for the motion parallel as well as perpendicular to the layers. 

The conduction band bas a different character at the center of the Bril

louin zone from that at the edge of the zone. Namely, its bottom which 

locates at the zone edge has the same two dimensional character as that of 

the valenee band, while the character at the center of the zone is three

dimensional with small effective masses parallel and perpendicular to the 

layers 11 ) 

Some preliminary results of renewed band structure calculations by Dr. 
•• 34) • . . 4 2 4 h Schlutter , whrch have been ment~oned ~n Sec •••• , ave shown a 

similar structure as that found by Kamimura, but at the same time have 

indicated an additional higher conduction band in GaSe. This band appears 

when naarest layer interaction is.considered in the same calculation. 
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6. Dielectric investigations 

In this section we present results of dielectric investigations unpu

blished so far, because recently Séquin and Nicolet 38) reported on di

electric measurements on GaS, at the same time when we were finishing 

a communication on this subject. Their results agreed well with 

ours, although we used a different technique, viz. with non-touching 

contacts. A survey of their and our results, the values for GaSe, and 

the squares of the refractive indices (Brebner 16)) is found in table 

I. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the values of 

the relative dielectric constants and the squares of the refractive 

indices. 

The dielectric properties of the mixed crystals GaS Se 1 will be the x -x 
subject of further investigations. 

TABLE I 

Dielectric constauts and refractive indices of GaS and GaSe for the two 

main polarisation directions as found by several authors together with 

those of the present investigation 

E 11 c E .L c 

2 2 
EO E: 

"" 
n E: 

(X) 
n e 0 

13 (I kHz)*) 4.6*) 3.8 16) - - 5 16) 

GaS 
kHz) 38) 5.6 (I 

8.039) 7.639) 6.5 16) 
9.8 39) 

7.4539 ) 8 16) Ga Se 
15 *) 

*) present investigation. 
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7. Summary of the results 

We summarise the results of the present investigations as fellows: 

I. Justas GaSe, GaS also shows two-dimensional scattering according 

to Fivazt theory. 

2. In GaSe an additional conduction band exists, which is situated approx. 

0.4 eV above the conduction band at k = 0. This band can be characterised 

by a lower value of the anisotropy and a considerably higher electron 

mobility than the lower band, so it will determine, for instanee the 

Hall mobility completely, and the conductivity above 400 K for about 

half its value. 

3. The properties of metal contacts on GaS and GaSe are governed by chemi

ca! interaction between the metal and S or Se. 

8. Remarks 

I. Whereas the anisotropy depends on the interaction between the layers 

this interaction can be varied by pressure as earlier thermopower 

measurements by Guseinov et al. 40) and preliminary Hall effect experi

ments in our laboratory have shown - electrical transport properties 

have to be measured as a function of pressure. 

2. The difference in anisotropy of the two conduction bands in GaSe can 

also be studied by investigating the anisotropy in contact harrier pro

perties. 

3. The change in properties of mixed crystals GaSx Set-x at x~ 0.25 indi

cates a major influence on the stacking of the layers due to the diffe

rent properties of the sulphur atoms as compared with selenium. There

fore, further investigations on mixed crystals will be valuable. 

4. In order to obtain further comprehension of these layer compounds, co

ordination of investigations of chemical properties, such as crystalli

sation, stability, and of electrical transport properties will be very 

gainful. 
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Samenvatting 

In het proefschrift zijn de belangrijkste resultaten van electrisch trans

port onderzoek aan de stoffen GaS en GaSe bijeen gebracht. Deze resultaten 

zijn in detail beschreven in een aantal publicaties. 

De keuze van de stoffen is vooral bepaald door de te verwachten grote ani

satropie in eigenschappen ten gevolge van de gelaagde structuur van de kris

tallen. Meettechnische problemen die door de extreem hoge elektrische weer

stand van de preparaten werden veroorzaakt konden bevredigend opgelost worden. 

De onderzoekingen zijn met name gericht geweest op het nagaan van relaties 

tussen transport eigenschappen en de kristalstructuur. 

Naast de resultaten van het onderzoek zoals weergegeven in de publicaties, 

wordt in een begeleidend overzicht ingegaan op de onderlinge samenhang en 

de relatie tot de literatuur. Als de belangrijkste conclusies kunnen genoemd 

worden 

l. Evenals GaSevertoont GaS een twee dimensionaal verstrooiingstype, passend 

in het theoretisch model van Fivaz. 

2. In GaSe bestaat een additionale condu~tie band, die op ongeveer 0.4 eV boven 

de band bij k = 0 gelegen is. Deze hogere band is ten opzichte van de lager 

gelegen band gekarakteriseerd door een lagere waarde van de anisotropie 

en een aanzienlijk hogere electronen beweeglijkheid. Dit heeft bijvoorbeeld 

tot gevolg dat de Hall-beweeglijkheid geheel en de geleidbaarheid boven 

400 K voor ongeveer de helft door de hogere band bepaald worden. 

3. Uit het onderzoek van de kontakteigenschappen bleek dat deze in belangrij

ke mate bepaald worden door chemische interaktie tussen kontakt metaal en 

S of Se. 
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Mijn dank gaat uit naar mijn ouders die mij in staat gesteld hebben om te stu

deren, hun nooit aflatende stimulerende belangstelling zal mij altijd bijblijven. 
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hij mij steeds weer bijgestaan heeft bij het oplossen van chemische problemen. 
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PHOTO-CONDUCTIVITY AND PHOTO HALL-EFFECT MEASUREMENTS 
ON GALLIDM SULPHIDE SINGLE CRYSTALS 

A. H.M. Kipperman and G. A. van der Leeden 

Solid State Group, Technologtcal University, Eindhoven, Netherlands 

(Received 21 May 1968 by G. W. Rathenau) 

Four-point photo-conductivity and Hall-effect measurements 
were carried out on n- and p-type gallium sulphide single crys
tals at room temperature. Some of the n-type samples show a 
superlinear region in the conductivity-lightintensity curve. The 
Hall-mobilities of n- and p-type samples under illumination 
were found to be 25 and 5 cm2 v-' s- 1 respectively. Measure
ments of the anisotropy in conductivity yielded an order of mag
nitude of the ratio of the conductivities in the ab-plane and in the 
direction of the c-axis of 100. 

Introduetion 

GALLIDM sulphide GaS, has a hexagonal layer 
structure; each layer is composed of four sub
layers in the sequence S-Ga-Ga-S. This struc
ture has been described by Basinski et al.1 

Single crystals were grown by sublima
tion, iodine transport" and slow freezing of the 
melt in a temperature gradient3 in this labora-
tory by Lieth et al:' · 

Sublimation yîelded thin platelets with 
dimensions of 1 - 4 mm in the ab-plane and of 
2 -l011 in the direction of the c-axis, and also 
small bars with a length of about 5 mm along the 
c-axis and a diameter of about 0. 25 mm. 

Iodine transport yielded only thin plate
lets with dimensions of 3- 10 mm in the ab
plane and 6- 30J..t in the direction of the c-axis. 
Slow freezlng of the melt yielded relatively thick 
platelets; in the direction of the c-axis these 
platelets measured 0. 08- 0. 2 mm while the di
mensions in the ab-plane were about 3 mm. 

Photo-conductivity measurements were 
carried out on the subltmated anp the iodine 
transported single crystals. The Hall-mobility 
of sublimated and iodine transported platelets 
were measured under illumination. The ratio 
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of the dark conductivity in the ab-plane and in 
the direction of the c-axis was determined on 
crystals grown from the melt. 

Expertmental arrangements 

Photo Hall-effect and conductivity were 
measured at room temperature according to the 
metbod described by Van der Pauw5 with a 
modified reststance bridge according to Fischer 

~ (StJe Fig. lA). 

The lower limit of the conductlvities 
that could be measured was set by the input re
sistance of the electrometers E1 and E2 and by 
the reststance of the sample holder all three of 
which were about 1014 ~ • In all measurements 
a voltage of about 50 V was applied across the 
current contacts. This caused a leakage current 
of 5. 10- 13 amp through the sample holder. If the 
measured current became smaller than 5. 1<1 12 

amp, i.e. about ten times the leakage current, 
the measurements were no longer reliable, 
although changes in the current at lower light 
intenstties could still be detected. Owing to this, 
the dark conductivity could be ascertatned in 
only one crystal. 

Current fluctuations made it impossible 
to measure the Hall-voltage by compensation. 
Therefore, the following method was applied: the 
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FIG. lA 

voltages were compensated at zero magnette in
duction and the output voltage of zero-detector 
E1 was subtracted from that of E2 and the dif
ference was recorded as a function of time. The 
Hall-voltage could then be determined by mea
surillg the deflection on the recorder chart re
sulting from a varlation of the magnetic induction 
(see Fig. 1 B). Conductivity measurements on 
bars were carried out with two voltage-probes 
between the current contacts. 

Measurements of the anisotropy of the 
reststance were carried out with the same 
apparatus according to the metbod of Schnabel. 7 

A quartz halogen lamp (150 W) was used as a 
light source. The lamp was combined with inter
terenee filters (Balzer B-20) for the determina
tion of the wavelength dependenee of the conduc
tivity, the light intensity being varied with neutral 
density filters. The number of incident quanta 
at maximum light intensity was 8.1019 m-• s-•; 
this number was held constant at 2. 5 x 1018 

quanta m-• s- 1 for the wavelength dependenee 
measurements. Most of the samples had alloyed 
In-Hg contacts; surface cantacts of gallium were 
used on the crystals from the melt. 

FIGS. lA and lB 

Reststance-Hall-effect bridge 
and Hall-effect measuring circuit. 

E1 , Eo : Zero det~ctors (Ketthley 200 B) 

S1 : Polarity reversal switch 

S" : Reststance-Hall-effect switch 

J : Amperemeter (Keithley 610 B) 

B : Stabilised voltage supply 

P 1 , P2 : Potentiometers 

A,, A2 : Isolation amplifiers (Fluke A88). 

Expertmental results 

1. Photo-conductivity - The conductivity of 
GaAs was measured as a function of light inten
sity (fundament excitation) and wa velength. Sub
limation grown platelets and bars show a linear 
or sublinear behaviour in the conductivity as a 
function of light intensity, while a superlinear 
region over about one decade of the light inten
sity is found insome of the iodine-transported 
platelets. See Fig. 2. This tigure shows the 
total conductivity since the dark conductivity 
could not be measured. Only for crystal 22 both 
the photo conductivity and the total conductivtty 
are given. The results are summarized in 
Tabl,e 1. The speetral photo-response of the 
various crystals is shown in Fig. 3. 

2. Hall-effect and thermo-electric power- ·rn 
order to keep the adjusttng time of the electro
meters shorter than their drüt time, the Hall
effect measurements were carried out on illumi
nated samples (relative Iiglit intensity between 
0.1 and 1). In this region nodependenee of the 
Hall-mobility on the intensity was found. Under 
illumination the sublimation grown platelets were 
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p-type, while the iodine transported platelets 
were n-type; the Hall-mobility was found to be 
5 cm2 v- 1 sec-1 and 25 cm2 v-1 sec-1 respec
tively. Thermo-electric power measurements 
showed the type of conduction in the dark to be 
the same as under illumination. On crystal 27, 
which was damaged, thermo-electric power 
measurements could not be carried out. 

3. Anisotropy- Anisotropy in the conductivity is 
to be expected on account of the layer structUie. 
The method of Schnabel7 8 can, owing to re
quired contact dimensions and spacing, only be 
used on crystals thicker than about 6011. Only 
gradient freezing of the melt yielded crystals 
thick enough for this method. Measurements 
were carried out on two samples (50 and 51) by 
placing two contacts on the top and two on the 
bottorn of the crystal; the results have been cor
rected for contact dimensions and are summa
rised in Table IT. Owing to the non-rectangular 

arrangement of the contacts, different va lues of 
the ratio were found for different current direc
Uons through the contacts. The conductivity in 
the ab-plane and in the direction of the c-uis 
were measured across the same contacts wtth 
much less accuracy. Thermo-electric power 
measurements showed a p-type conductlon. 

4. Spectroéhemical analysis - Some typtcal re
sults of spectrochemical analysis for iodine 
transporled and sublimated crystal batches are 
summarised in Table III. Beside these impuri
ties iodine is almost certainly built in. 9 

lodine cannot be detected by spectrochemical 
analysis. 

Discussion of the results 
The interesting behavîour of some GaS 

single crystals as a function of light intensity, 
viz. superlinearity, can, ü one uses the metbod 
of interpretation of Klasens, 10 11 only be 
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Conductivity vs. wavelength for GaS single crystals (the 
number of incident quanta is 2. 5 x 1018 m- 2 sec- 1

). 

explained by a two or more level recombinatton
trapping scheme. The identity of these levels 
could not be attributed to definite impurities, 
since impnrtties were not purposely built in. 
One of the levels could be an todine level, s!nce 
only !odine transported crystals show a super 
linear behaviour. 

The speetral response of the photo-con
ductivity is in approximate agreement with the 
response found by Bube and Lind. 12 The dif
ference between the curves for the bars and the 
platelets may have been caused by impurity ab
sorption or by anisotropy of the crystals. 

Fischer13 and Kamimura 1A both pre-

dict a p-type conduction for intrinsic or near
intrinsic gallium sulphlde, which predict!on is 
based on a band model for GaS and GaSe. Mea
surements of the temperature dependenee of the 
Hall-mobility (to be published) show that, at 
room temperature, the mobility is determ!ned 
by lattice scattering. Thus it should be expected 
that intrinsic gallium sulphide is n-type since 
the electron mobility is about five times the hole 
mobility. 

Acknowledgments We wish to thank Professor 
Dr. F. van der Maesen for his steady interest 
and helpful discusslons and Mr. A. Peynenborgt 
for carrying out the anisotropy measurements. 
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Table I. Results of conductivit;c and photo Hall-effect measurements 

Type conductivity at 
~~~ax.lit :intensity photo Hall-cryatal !tJ:termo- (10- -1cm-1) Slope of 

number .lectric photo loger-log J curve mob1ljt7 .." 
[power Hall- (cr/'v sec 

dark) effect a b-plane c-axis 

6 n n 70 -1.8 ...0.7 -0.40 24 
8 n n 70 -1.9 -o.B -o.46 23 

22 n n 40 0.31 27 
24 p p 3 o.85 4.3 
27 - p 3 0.76 ?.4 
18 n 15 0.57 
20 n 15 0.55 

Table II. Results of conductivit;c anisotropy measurements 

Type ( -b-1 -1 
measured ratios for conductivity 10 cm ' 

crystal thermo- aeveral current directiona in the d&.rk 
number electric through the contact& power a b plane c-a:x::l.s 

average 

50 p 376 - 110 - 114 - 361 .?lfO 1 8 .10_, 

51 p 51 - 6e - 93 - 35 60 0,2 3.3 .1o-3 

Table III. Typical Spectrochemical analysia of impurities in S!lliUf aulphide 

Iodine 
transported Sublimated 

Impurity crystala crystals 

(at .p.~.n1.) (at.p.p.m.) 

Si 1000 2000 

Na 1000 600 

Ms 100 30 

Al 20 10 

Fe· 30 30 
Cu 1 0,5 
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An n- und p-Type Galliumsuiiide Einkristallen stnd mit dem 
Vierspitzen-Verfahren Photoleitfähigkeit und Halleffekt bei 
Raumtemperatur gemessen worden. Einige n-Type Proben 
zeigten eine superlineare Strecke in der Leitfä:higkeit-Intensi
ta:tskurve. Aus Halleffektmessungen an beleuchteten Kristallen 
sind Hallbeweglichketten gefunden worden von 25 cm2 V"1sec- 1 

für Elektronen und 5cm2 v-'sec-1 für L&lher. 

Etnige Messungen der Widerstandsanisotropie sind 
im Dunkeln ausgeführt worden und zeigten einen Verhlntnis 
zwischen den Leitfä:higkeiten in der ab-FUiche und in der 
Richtung der c-Achse des Kristalsvonder Grössenordnung 100. 
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Hall-Effect Measurements on Gallium-Sulphide Single Crystals (") . 

.A. H. l\1. KIPPER:l\IAN and C. J. VERMIJ 

Solid St.at.e GToup, Department of Physics, Technological University - Eindhoven 

(riccvuto il 7 Novembre 1968) 

Summary. - On n.- and p-type GaS, Hall-effect measurements wcre carried 
out in a temporature range of (80 -;-600) "K, at the higher temperatures in 
thc dark as well as undcr illumination. At the Iower temperatures only 
photo-Hall effect could be measured because of the high dark resistance 
of the samples. The Hall mobility (magnetic field perpcndicular to the 
laycrs) can bc expr<'ssed as Jl.H 12(T/T0)-2 •4 cm2 V-1 s-1 for holes and 
ttx = 16( T /T0)-u cm2 V-1 s-1 for electrons, T0 300 °K. An interpretation 
of these· results with a scattering theory of Fivaz and Mooser yields a 
pbonon energy of 0.05 eV. From infra-red-absorption measurements a 
fundamental peak is found at 0.04 e V; according to theoretica! expecta
tions this i.r. value should be smaller than 0.05 eV. Weak coupling 
of thé carriers with the latticc as required by theory leads to m: > 1.5mo 
and m: > 2m. Thcrmoelectric power measurements carried out on n-type 
cr:ystals hy Kipp<'rman and Sliepenbeek indicated m: = 5n~-o. 

1. - Introduetion. 

The Hall effect on layer structures has been reported by several authors. 
:Measurements as a function of temperature have been carried out on GaSe by 
FISCHER and BREBNER (1) and more extensively by lSl\fAILOV et al. (2) and by 
FIVAZ and 1\t:OOSER (3}, who also investigated ]\foS2, MoSe2 and wose •. Photo
Hall measurements on GaS at 300 °K have been performed by KIPPER-MAN 

and VAN DER lJEEDE:'i (4). 

(*) Presented at tbe Symposiwnb on A.nisotropy in, Layer Stntctures (Taormina., 
September 18-20, 1968). 

(1) G, FISCHER and J. L. BREBNER: Journ. Pkys. Ohem. SoZidB, 28, 1363 (1962). 
( 2) F. J. ISMAILOV, G. A. AKUNDOV and 0. R. VERNICH: Phys. Stat. Sol., 17, 

K237 (1966). 
( 3 ) R. FIVAZ and E. MoOSER: Phys. Rev., 168, 743 (f967). 
(4) A. H. M. KIPPERMAN and G. A. VAN. DER LEEDEN: Sol. Stat. Oomm., 6, 657 

(1968). 
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In this paper the re:<mlts of photo-Hall effect and Hall effeet (above 300 'K) 
on n- and p-type GaS will l)c presented. 

Some information about pbonon absorption is obtained from infra-red 
measurements. 

2. Experiments. 

GaS single crystals are available as thin I>la.telets several millimetres in 
diameter and between 2 and 15 !1-m in thickness. These platelets were grown 
(LIETH (5 )) by sublimation and transport reaction1 which yielded p- and n-type 
crystals respectively. 

\V é chose tbe metbod of VAN DER PAuw (6 ) to measurc the resistivity and 
the Hall mobi1ity. The magnetic field is oriented perpendicularly to the layers, 
in which the current fiows. The measurements were carried out on a resistance 
and Hall-effect bridge (4 ) which enabled us to measure small Hall mobilities 
in the presEmce of contact fiuctuations. . 

The contacts were of indium evaporated on iodine-transported crysta.ls and 
of gold on sublimated crystals; afterwards the contacts were heated up in 
vacuum to 350 °Û for ten minutes. 

To obtain fundamental ex:citation the light of a 150 vV quartz halogen 
lamp was filtered by a 4 mm KGl (SCHOTT and GENN) infra-red filter together 
>Yith _ D1' blue filter (BALZERS). The number of incident quanta is approxi
mately 1016 cm-2 s-1 • 

Since preliminary experimeuts showed an irreversible change in crystal 
properties at temperatures above 600 oK, the henting up of the crystal was 
stopped as soon as instability was obsenred. 

The crystals are: 

Number Transport metbod 
Hall 

effect 
. -- ·-- - ------

I. Ke 28-1 Iodine transport 4 mg J 2{cm3 n-type n-type 
2. J 9-1 Iodine transport 6 mg J 2{cm3 n-type .. n·type 
3. Hn 170/2 Sublimation n-type 

after annealing p-type p-type 
4. lln 177/1 Sublimation p-type p-type 
5. Hn 177/2 Sublimation p-type p-type 

(5) R. M. A. LIETH, H. J. 1\L HEIJLIGERS a.nd C. W. M. YAN DER liEIJDEN: Mater. 
Bei. Eng., 2, 193 (1967). 

( 6 ) L. J. VAN DER PAUW: Philips Res. Repts., 18, 1 (1958). 
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100 400 600 eoo 

Fig. I. llall mnbilil,v of illumiuatetl 
GaH plalPlels rs. temperature. t> Ke 28/1, 
iotline t musport n-t,rpe: a Iln I ill/2. 
suhlimalion, n 1.' pt>; o Hu 177/2, >ubli
malion. p-tJp•:; " llu 177/l, ;;uhliwa-

1 iou, Jl-l.'"Jl•·· 

10'. 

4 6 10 12 
1000 T 

Pig. 2. Canier concentration of illumi
nated GaS platclcts detcrmined by Hall 
effect memmrements. ... Kc 28/l, iodine 
trau:-porl, ·n·t~·pe; o Jin 170/2. sublilna
t iou. u-type; o lln l77i2, ~ulllimation, J1· 
1ypf'; " Hn 177/1, sublimation, p-typc. 

'l'lw result;.; of the meaRun·Jueut~, the Hall mohility Pn and U1e earrier 
eoneentrations n, p m·e represented 
a:, ftmctions of temperature in the 
:Fig. 1 and 2. ;t8 and n, p are 
calculated from fl-s = u· R8 and 

10 10 

Fig. 3. Deviation of thc not·mal Hall mobility 
tcmJlf'raturc-dependcuee of erystal J9 beeansc 

of the illumination. 

n, p =c (R8 ·e)-1• 

It is to be seen from Fig. 1 
that there is only a slight di.ffer
enee between the Hall mobilities 
of electrous :md holes. These 
mobilities can be expressed 1tt 
sufficiently high temperatures as 

( 
T )-2,, 

un = J?· ~- cm2 v-1 s-1 
r " • 300 

for holes 
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a.nd 

10 
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( 
p )-2·' Pa .. = 16· 300 cm2 V-1 s-1 for electrons. 

10 
iliummafion ·· 

10' 

Below 250 oK the number of photo-ex
eited carriers as a funetion of the tern
pemture is nearly constant. Above this 
temperature an activation energy cor
related with the depth of tbe recombi
nation levels is found. 

The intlucnee of the illurnination I' 
on !Iu is shown in Fig. 3 aml 4 in 
whirh PH= f1H(1') and JliJ. == fia( U) at 
T = 210 °K respectively. I~ig. 4. - Hall mobilit,\· ~·s. illumina

tion for erystal J9 at T 210 °K. Cry:,;tal J9 shows a nonnormal de
pendenee of the mobility as a function 

of temperature. This is l'aused by the illumination as is to be seen from Fig. 4. 
Infra-red absorption and refiection measurements >Yere earried out with un

polarized light on several platelets of GaS. The refiection of a number of parallel 

wave number {cm_,) 

Fig. 5. - Transmission parallel to the c-axis measured as the differenee between 
a crystal of 3 f.tiD and a crystal of 4 (.tffi thickness. - Reileetion of the platclct 

measured at 45 °C incidenee. Both measured on Hitachi EPI-L. 
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oriented Kinall bars GaS wl1ich WPre a bont 0.2 rum in diluneter and Ull to 10 mm 
long in t.he direction of the c-axis, was measured also. 

In Fig. 5 the reftection on a platelet GaS (45"' incidence) and the transmission 
through 1 (tlll GaS (normal incidence) are represented as funct.ions of wave 
number. A strong absorption is found a.t an energy of about 40 meV. 

100 ,_ __ ,r5~----------------~2~o __________ ~2~5~----~~~~3~5--~4;o~;4~5~5o 

80 

600 500 400 300 200 
· l • wave number (cm-') 

Fig. 6. - Hefteetion of a number of parallel oriented bars GaS and tbe reflection of a 
platelet, measured at 45° incidence at T 300 °K. Bars were measured normal and 
parallel to tl1e c-axis. Hitachi EPI-L. ---, bars, .L c; - -, bars, u c; 

· · ·, platelet, 11 c. 

The results of the reflection measurements on the small bars (45° incidence) 
are collected in Fig. 6. These results are similar to those of J,EUNG et al. (7

) 

obtained from measurements on GaSe with polarized light. 

3. - Diseusslon. 

FIVAZ and MoosER (1) have publisbed a theory of the scattering charge
carriers in layer struetures. It is basedon the strong interaction of the carriers 

(7) P. C. LEUNG, G. ANDERMAN, W. G. SPITZER and C. A. MEAD: Journ. Phys. 
Ohem. Solids, 27, 849 (1966). 
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with nonpolar optica} phonons. The mobility PL of the carriers moving in the 
layers can be expressed as 

= · e:x - -1 e [ [liw] ] 
1-'L 4nmLwg2 p kT 

in whiûh liw is the pbonon energy, m:r, the e:ffective mass and g2 a coupling para
meter. lf g 2 is mOI'e than !, self-trapping of the carriers in the lattice occurs. 

From the Hall measurements on GaS a pbonon energy liw 50 me Y is 
calculated. This energy is somewhat higher than that found by absorption 
measurements. This can be explained in the same way as mentioned by FIV AZ , . 
and ~IooSER for GaSe. The condition for weak COU])ling g 2 < ! is fulfilled if 

* d * m. > 1.5m0 an mh > 2m0 • 

Some of the Hall effect measurements carried out by FIV AZ and MoosER (3 ) 

on vapour-grown p-type GaSe (T-2•1) and our measurements on n- and p-type 
GaS (T-2•4 ) can be interpreted by a two-dimensional scattering theory (FIVAZ 
and MoosER). Other Hall effect measurements on p-type GaSe (grown by the 
Bridgman technique) by FisCHER and BREBNER, and Isl'.t:AILOV et al. show a 
T-1.6 dependence. This deviation may be caused by astrong influence of physical 
crystal imperfections, e.g. dislocations. 

The limits of the effective mass of electrous and holes as calèulated for GaS 
agree with the band sti'Ucture recently publisbed by KAMIMURA and NAKAO (8) • 

* * * . ~·· 

The authors wish to thank Prof. Dr. F. VAN DER MAESEN for bis steady 
interestand Mr. A. T. YINK for his assistance with theinfra-redmeasurements. 

( 8 ) H. KAMIMURA a.nd K. NAKAO: Journ. Pkys. Soo. Japan, 24, 1313 (1968). 

RIASSUNTO (*) 

Si sono fatte delle misure dell'effetto Hall in GaS del tipo n e p nell'intervallo di 
temperature (80...;-600) °K alle temperature piu alte tanto al buio ehe in luee. A 
temperature piu basse si potrebbe misurare solo il fotoeffetto Hall a causa dell'alta , 

(") Tradwione a cura della Redaeione. 
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resistenza al buio dei eampioni. Si puo esprimere la mobilità di Hall (eampo magnetico 
perpendicolare agli strati) eome Pa= 12(T/T0)-2.4 cm2 v-1 s-1 per Ie buehe e P.a= 
= 16(TfT0)-U cm2 v-1 s-1 per gli elettroni, T0 = 300 °K. Un'interpretazione di questi 
risultati con una teoria dello scattering dovuta a Fivaz e Moser fornisce per i fononi una 
energia di 0.05 eV. Dalle misure dell'assorbimento infrarosso si trova un picco fon
damentale a 0.04 e V; secondo le previsioni teoriehe questo valore i.r. dovrebbe essere 
minore di 0.05 eY. Un debole accoppiamento dei portatori col reticolo, come la teoria 
richicde, porta a m! > l.5mo e m: > 2m. Misure t~rmoelettriche di potenza fatte su 
cristalli del tipo n .da Kipperman e Sliepenbeek indicano m: = 5m0 • 

PelroMe (*). BLI1IH rrpoBe.D:eHhi M3Mepemul 3Ql!fleKra XoJIJia B GaS .n- H p-THIIa B 

06JiaCTH TCMI!eparyp OT 80° .!(0 600 °K, I!pH 6onee BhlCOKHX TCMIIeparypax B TCMHOTe, 

a TaK)I{C IIpH OCBeii!CHHH. llpH OOJiee HH3KHX TCMIIeparypax MO)I{CT 6biTh H3MCpeH TOJibKO 

4Joro3~KT Xonna H3-3a BhiCOKoro TeMnoaoro corrporHsneHIHI o6pa3UOB. XonnoJI

CKaH IIO.!(BH)I{HOCTh (MarHHTHOC none IIepiicH.!(HKynHpHO CJIOHM) MO)I{CT 6hiTb Bbipa)I{CHO 

CJIC.!(yiOII!HM o6pa30M PH= l2(T/T0)-2.4CM2 V-ls-l .!(JIH AhiPOK H Pn= l6(T/T0)-ucM2 V-1s -l 
.D:IIH 3neKrponoa rrpn 7'0=300°K. MHreprrperaumi 3THX pe3ynhraroa c IIOMOIIIhiO reopHH 

pacceHHHH WHsaua u My]epa .&aer 3nepmro !flonona 0.05 3B. 113 H3Mepemdi: HH!flpa~~:pa
CHoro IIOrJIOIIIeHHH OOHapyx<eH OCHOBHOH IIHK I!pH 0.04 3B; COrJ!aCHO reopemtfecKHM 

IIpe.D:CKa3aHHSM 3Ta H.K. BeJIH'IHHa .!(OJI)I{Ha 6biTb MeHbme, lfeM 0.05 3B. CJ!a6aH CBSI3h 

HOCHTeJieit C pemeTKOit, KaK 3T0f0 Tpe6yeT TeOpHH, IIPHBO.!(HT Km: > 1.5m0 H m: > 2m. 
llpoBe.D:eHHhiC H3MepeHHH KHnrrepMaHa H CmmeH6HKa repMo3neKTPO.D:BH)I{yiiieit CHJlbl 

B KpncraJIJiax · n-THIIa rroKa3anH m! = Smo. 

(*) IlepeeeOeHO peàa«que/1. 
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ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF MET AL SURF ACE 
BARRIERS ON THE LA YER STRUCTURES OF 

GaS AND GaSe 

A. H. M. KIPPERMAN and H. F. VAN LEIDEN* 
Depanment of Physics, Eindhoven University ofTechnology, Eindhoven. The Netherlands 

1Received29 May 1969: in revisedform 19 August 1969) 

Abstract- Barrier energies and I-V curves of several contact metals on n-type GaS are studied. The 
dependenee of harrier energy on the work function of the metal can be interpreled by means of 
chemica! interaction with the GaS. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE INVESTIGATION of eJectrical transport 
properties of the high ohmic (108-lOSfl cm) 
semiconductors GaS and GaSe is hampered 
because of difficulties in controlling the con
tact properties. Contacts used in literature 
on GaS and GaSe are: indium contacts on 
GaS and GaSe, checked.for ohmic behaviour 
[1]; evaporated Au on GaSe and GaTe[3], 
[4]; soldered Cu on GaSe[5] and alloyed 
ln-Hg contacts on GaS[6]. Receritly, Kurtin 
and Mea<l [7] have studied the properties of 
surface harriers on p-type GàSe by a photo
response method. 

We determined the barrier enèrgies of the 
contacts on n-type GaS by measuring the 
photoresponse iil a backwan technique. In 
addition, current-voltage (1-V) curves of the 
contacts were obtained by means of voltage 
probes (in darkness). All the measurements 
were carried out at room temperature. To 
avoid differences in bulk properties of the 
crystals we took them all from one ampulla 
(the GaS platelets have been grown by 
vapour transport [8]). 

Together with the metal contacts to be 
investigated gold contacts were evaporated 
without breaking the vacuum, thus having 
a reference on each sample. 

*Present address: Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken 
Eindhoven. Netherlands. 
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We found that in our case on GaS as well 
as in that of Kurtin and Mead on GaSe the 
relation between the harrier energies and the 
metal work functions shows a dependenee 
on whether the heat of formation of the con
sidered metal-sulphur (selenium) compound 
is greater or smaller than that of gallium 
sulphide (selenide). 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Without any surface treatments the cry
stals, thin platelets, were mount~d in a mask 
on a small furnace in a high vacuum plant. The 
evaporation of the contact material occurred 
from Mo and W boats in a vacuum better 
than to-s Torr, argon atmosphere. During 
the first moments of evaporation a shutter 
was used to intercept surface. impurities from 
the metàl. Because of the better sticking on 
the surface of the sample, its temperature was 
raised to 300°C during evaporation. We also 
evaporated on cold (30°C) samples for 
purposes of comparison. 

For the contact configuration see inset 
in Fig. I. 

EXPERIMENTS 

The high resistances of the samples 
neccessitated the use of electrometers for 
the voltage and the current measurements 
(Keithley 61 OB and 417 respectively). The 
light souree was a quartz halogen lamp 
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Fig. I. Curreni-voltage curves of several contacts on 11· 

type GaS: forward scales are expanded flve times. 
lnset: contiguration of the contacts on each sample. 
inc!uding gold as the reference. Subscripts: c. ·cold": and 

h. 'hot". 

combined with narrowband interference 
filter ( Balzers 820). I ntensity was calibrated 
with a Si-photodiode (Siemens BPY I I) in a 
short circuit arrangement. 

n-TypeGaS 
The 1-V curves of the main contacts are 

presented in Fig. I. The strong blocking 
contacts as Au, Ag and Cu constantly showed 
ftuctuations and also current creep during 
several hours after the reverse voltage was 
applied. 

Figure I shows that the temperature during 
the evaporation of the contacts is very 
important for their behaviour. Especially the 
reverse currents of the base metals Al. Mg 
and Sb appear to be. different for 'hot' and 
'cold' evaporated contacts. while the same 
curves were measured for . Au contacts. A 
nearly ohmic 1-V curve is obtained in the 
case of 'hot' evaporated Sb contacts. 

Barrier energies were measured by the 

photoresponse method[9]. At a constant 
number of incident photons the curves of 
the square root of the photocurrents vs. 
pboton energy .are straight lines. The intercept 
of the hv-axis corresponds to the barrier 
energy ~8 i.e. the energy dilference between 
the Fermi level and the GaS conduction band 
at the interface. 

Owing to the fact that the main contacts 
were of the same material. the photocurrents 
opposed each other. Therefore a voltage was 
applied across the sample so that the reverse 
contact determined the. photocurrent. By 
switching the polarity the barrier energy of 
the other contact was achieved. The dark
eurrent consequent upon this voltage was 
compensated. At the end of our experiments 
we measured a Ag contact in combination 
with an ohmic contact (Sb) with and without 
the voltage applied. In both cases we found 
thè same barrier energy. therefore we conclude 
that barrier lowering due to image force is of 
no importance. 

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the barrier energies . · 

metat work flJI'(:t;on 
!lm (eVi 

Fig. 2. Banier energies of contacts on 11-GaS and p-GaSe 
vs. work functions of the contact metals: the work func
tion of tungsten is also indicated. Subscripts: c. ·cold': 

andh. 'hof. 
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on n-GaS vs. the work functions of the 
metals cPm [I 01: together : with the harrier 
energies on p-GaSe, measured by Kurtin 
andMead. 

p-Type GaS 
Preliminary measurements of 'hot' contacts 

on p-GaS indicated a behaviour opposite to 
that ofthe n-type samples. 

Nearly linear 1-V curves showed Au, 
Ag and Cu contacts. The voltage drop across 
each of the contacts is less than a few per 
cent of the applied voltage. Sb contacts 
showed a blocking non-linear 1-V curve. 

DISCUSSION 

The crystals had been grown as thin plate
lets, about I 0 p.m in thickness and had a 
perfectly clean surface. When they were 
exposed to air only a very ~mail amount of 
impurities adhered because of the presence 
of a Van der W aais bond on the surf ace. 

Apart from this, cleaving of the samples 
prior to deposition is not recommended, 
because of the large number of surface states 
that will arise. This statement is supported 
by the investigations of Turner and Roderiek 
on metal-silicon Schottky harriers [ 11] and 
the electron microscope pictures of cleaved 
GaS and GaSe samples publisbed by Basinski 
et a/.[12] 

Therefore, the surfaces of our samples 
Were heither etched nor cleaved prior to 
deposition ofthe contact metal. 

Comparison of the curves of the gold re
ference contacts did not indicate the presence 
of surface leakage. 

Some remarks should he made about the 
1-V curves in Fig. I. The forward curves 
have been influenced by the ohmic voltage 
drop of the bulk between m~ün contact and 
voltage probe. 

As to the reverse direction we tried to find 
out if the current increase nüght be caused 
by tunnelling through the harrier. Especially 
Sbh shows a nearly ohmic behaviour, in 
contrast with Sbc which was evaporated on 

the samesurface ofthe sample without break
ing the vacuum. According to Zalm[l3] the 
log I vs. v-112 curve will be linear for high 
voltages if tunnelling is the main transport 
mechanism. So we plotted the reverse currents 
for several contact metals in Fig. 3 and came 
to the condusion that tunnelling is likely. 

lH 0-5 1}6 0-7 1}8 
____. V- 1f.l (\blts) 

Fig. 3.. Reverse currènt vs. voltage-112 curves of several 
cpntacts on n-type GaS to show tunnelling according to 

Zalm[ 13]. Subscripts: c, 'cold': and h, 'hot'. 

lt was impossible to determine the satura
tion owing to the rapid onset of the tunnelling. 

The main contacts on each sample proved 
to have the sameharrier energies; moreover, 
the harrier energies of all reference contacts 
(gold) were equal. This indicated that if there 
are any differences in surface conditions, they 
do not influence the harrier height and so we 
may compare the results ohtained on several 
samples. 

Consirlering the curves of Fig. 2 there are 
three remarkable points: 

there is a sharp kink in hoth the GaS and 
GaSecurve; 
the harrier energies of 'hot' contacts of the 
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base metals on GaS are as good as fixed at 
the Ga vahie; 
the slopes of the curves of p-GaSe and 
n-GaS are equal in the same intervals of tPm· 

We wiJl explain these points considering the 
chemica! interaction of the contact roetal and 
the sulphur (selenium) atoms in the GaS 
(OaSe) Jattice. c. 

Comparing the heats of formation[l4] of 
GaS (OaSe) and the sulphide (selenide) 
compounds ofthe contact metals we find three 
regions of reactivity: 

I. Au. Ag. Cu, Pt and Pd wiJl not react 
with the S or Se because of the much 
lower heats of formation of these com
pounds compared with GaS or OaSe. 

2. Sn and Sb may react; the heats of forma
tion have about the sarne values as GaS 
orGaSe. 

3. AI. In, Mg. Ca. Li and Cs wiJl react with 
the S or Se and consequently· leave 
bebind a very thin layer of Ga at the 
interface. · 

The thin Ga layer will change the effective 
work frinction of the contact metal. When, 
in the 'hot' case, more Ga is formed by the 
reaction, the barrier· energy is equal to that of 
the Ga contacts. 

The crystal surfaces of GaS and OaSe are 
equal, viz. a closed packed layer S (or Se) and 
a Van der Waals bond to the next S (or Se). 
Moreover. the chemica! nature of S and Se is 
nearly the sarne; so equal slopes . may be 
expected. 

The · slope of right hand parts of the curves 
in Fig. 2 is 0·8 both for GaS and for OaSe. 
In terms of uniform density of surface states 

according to Cowley and Sze[l5] this means 
2 x 1012 states (eV-1 cm-2), while Kurtin and 
Mead have calculated 7 x 1012• lt should be 
pointed out, however, that the latter plotted 
the barrier energy vs. · the electronegativity 
ofthe roetal (Pauling units). 

A remark should be made on the deviating 
points in Pt and Pd in Fig. 2. Because Pt and 
Pd are difficult to evaporate, we suppose that 
a smal! amount of the tunggten filament is 
evaporated too, thus lowering the work 
functions of the Pt and Pd contacts. 
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Metal surface harriers on the layer compounds GaS and GaSe 

A.H.M. Kipperman 

Department of Physics,,Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, 

Netherlands. 

Abstract 

Contact harrier energy measurements on n-GaS and n-GaSe have been carried 

out using the photoresponse method arid have shown that the model for GaS, 

viz. chemical interaction between the contact roetal and S, is also appli

cable to GaSe. The photocurrent vs photon ene~y curves of GaSe samples 

show a kink at which point the energy differs approx. 0.37 eV from the 

intercept. The difference appears to be independent of the contact metal. 

The explanation is that this phenomenon is caused by an additional con

dition band, in agreement with the results of the anisotropy measurements 

reported earlier. 

Introduetion 

In a recent paper I) we reported thé electrical properties of metal surface 

harriers on n-type GaS and interpreted the results together with those of 

Kurtin and Mead Z) on p-type GaSe in a model with a chemical interaction 

between the contact roetal and the S or Se top layer of the crystal. This 

means that if the heat of formation of the considered contact roetal sul

phide (or selenide) is greater than the value of GaS (or GaSe), the 

sulphur or selenium reacts with that contact metal and leaves behind a 

thin Ga layer. In this case the Ga increases the work function of the 

contact, and if the layer is not too thin, the harrier energy will be that 

of a Ga contact. 

In this paper the harrier energies of several contact metals on n-type 

GaS and GaSe are presented. 

Sample preparatien 

On account of the layer structure the single erystal~ are ,plate-shaped 

with the c-axis normal to the platelets. We applied the contact metal under 

investigation as well as reference contacts, viz. Au on GaS and Sn on GaSe, 

on one side of a number of platelets, either by sputtering in a d.c. glow 

discharge or by evaporation. 
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For the contact configuration see inset in figure I a. 

To avoid contamination by W during evaporation we used a d.c. sputtering 

technique, in particular for the high melting materials Pt and W. 

In order to obtain more information about the influence of sputtering, 

we applied on one side of a GaS crystal both evaporated and sputtered 

Au contacts. 

Experiments 

We determined the harrier energies of the cantacts hy measuring the photo

response J) using a hackwall technique. At a constant numher of incident 

photons, the curves of the square root of the photocurrent vs pboton 

energy are straight lines. The intercept on the hv-axis corresponds to 

the harrier energy ~h' i.e. the energy difference between the Fermi level 

and the conduction band. Owing to the fact that the main contacts were of 

the same material, their photo EMF's opposed each othe~. Therefore, a 

voltage was applied across the sample so that the reverse contact deter

mined the photocurrent. By switching the polarity, the harrier energy of 

the other contact was obtained. The dark current consequent upon this vol

tage was compensated. The harrier energies of the cantacts on n-GaS and 

n-GaSe were plotted vs the work function of the metal in the figures La 

and lb. 

Whereas the slope of the ~b - ~m curves decrease with increasing number 

of surface states, we concluded from the figures la and lb that at lealt 

a portion of these states were introduced during the sputtering. The crys

tal surface layer can be deformed by the striking metal atoms (energy . 

several eV's 4)) or by the primary electrens (up to 4 keV) or both. 

In order to investigate whether any influence is exerted by heat treatments 

en the numher of surface states, we heated the 'Pt' sample at 150°C for l h, 

at 200°c for 2 h, at 300°C at ! h and at 350°C at i h, and measured the 

harrier energy values after each annealing, but the latter turned out the samE 

The curves of the square root of the photocurrent vs pboton energy on 

n-GaSe showed a sharp increase in photocurrent about 0.4 eV above,the 

intercept. In figure 2 we have plotted the pboton energy at this kink ~k 

vs the harrier energy ~b for several contact metals. It should be pointed 

out that the Pt and the Sn points are the results of five and ten measure

ments respectively. 
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Concluding remarks 

Comparison of the harrier energy curves of GaS and GaSe in figures la and 

lb shows that the model with the chemica! interaction between the contact 

metal and S that we proposed for GaS I) is also applicable to n-GaSe. 

Deposition of contact metal by a d.c. sputtering technique lowers the 

harrier energy by introducing states in the surface layer of the crystal. 

The number of these states depends on the catbode voltage as is to be seen 

from the two values of the harrier energy of Au on GaS. 

The same conclusion follows from the harrier energies of Ag, W and Au in 

comparison with Cu and Pt on GaSe. The latter were sputtered at a higher 

catbode voltage and showed reduced values. Annealing of the sample in 

order to reduce the number of these states has to be carried out above 

350°C; but in that case diffusion of the contact metal cannot be neglec

ted, The interestins influence of the catbode voltage on the harrier 

energy of sputtered contacts will be a subject for further investigation. 

We have assumed that the difference between ~k and ~b is an intrinsic 

property of GaSe, so the curve ~k vs ~b of figure 2 should be a straight 

line with slope 1. From this figure an average energy difference of 0.37 eV 

bas been deduced. A higher conduction band as an explanation of this be

haviour is likely, in agreement with the model that we proposed as an 
. • f f h • • d • . S) 1nterpretat1on o measurements o t e an1sotropy 1n con uct1v1ty • 

In particular, for the dateetion of a higher conduction band in the mixed 

crystala GaS se
1 

these harrier energy measurements will be continued. x -x 
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Fiaure J: larrier.eneray ~va metal vork tunetion 0m for n-GaS and 

a-GaSe: 0 evaporated on GaS: <t 4 kV d.c. sputtered on GaS; 

& evaporated or low energy (< 1.5 kV) sputtered on GaSe; 

Yhigh energy (> 3 kV) sputtèred on GaSe. Inset: contact 

confiauration on tbe GaS and the GaSe samples. 

Figure 2: Energy at kink in the photcurrent 0k vs thê harrier energy 

fb. ·The slope of the dot ted line is I • 
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FAc-S A~lisotropic Conductivity in the Layer-Type 
Semiconductors GaSe and GaS 

A. H. M. Kipperman, A. 1. Peynenborgh and J. G .. A. M. van den Dries 
DeJMrlmelll of Pll>•sics, Biltdiloven URiN•rsity of Tecllnolog)' 

Eindhoven, the .Netherla11ds 

Tbc electrical transport propertics of these semiconductors will bc strongly 
tnfluencèd by tbc anisotropic crystnl strueturc. Wc, thercforc, mcasured tbc 
ratio of tbc conductivitie's pnrnllcl and not•mal to tbc c-axis as a tunetion of 
tcmperatut·c. A metbod proposcd by Sclumbcl, whicb is vcry suitnblc for thin 
flai.."Cltkc crystals, Is uscd. \\'hlle GaS showed a ncarly constant conductivity 
ratio of about 1000, the valuc mcasured on OnSc deercases with tcmpcratm-c 
above aso•K. To e:\vlain this bchavlout· a model bas been proposiXI, wbicll con
slsts of two different types of conductionb:mds scparatod by an cnct•gy g:lp Al:. 
Tbc lowcst bantl shmld have a much higher dcgrcc of anisotropy than thc upp~.•r 
one. For the lnt<.'rJ>l'ctD.tion of the cncrgy gap AE, 0.38 eV for GaSc, thc :lVail
able bnnd structurcs have to bc extended up to higher enc1-g!cs. 

INTROilUCTION 

Single crystals of OaSe and GaS have been obtained as thin platelets with the c-axis 
normalto the platelet. These crystals are built up of four-fold sublayers of Gaand 
Se (S) in the sequencc Se (S}-Ga-Ga-Se (S). The sublayers are stackcd together toform 
a rhombohedral or hexagonal structure. The bonding between the sublayers is of tbc 
Van der Waals type. 1 Bccause of this layer-type structure a strong anisotropy in OJ>
tical as wellas in transport properties is to be expected. While optica! mcasurements 
have been reported frequently, 2 electrical transport investigations have been publisbed 
only a few 'times. 3 From magneto-optical absorption measurements on GaSe4 it is con
clwied that the conctuction band associated with the direct transition is nearly iso
tropie in nature. Another conduction band, 5 having lts minimum about 50 meV lower 
should be anisotropic (nearly two-dimensional character in the a-b plane). On account 
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of this small energy dif!,erence, it is to be expected ·that the ratio of the conductivity 
in the pl:me of the layers to that al"ong the c-axis will be smalland nearly constant 
above room temperature. Bccause some prellminary measurements showed a con
sidcl·able degree of anisotropy we investigated this further using a metbod proposed 
by Schnalx>l6

, which is very s.uitablc for thin platelike crystals. 

1-:XI'I!RIMEI\ITAL I'ROCEDURE. 

823 

At·t~ording to Schnabel we placed two cantacts on elther side of the platelets in a.rec
tangular arrangement both on GaS and GaSe (Fig. l(a), (b}]. Owing to the isotropy in 
the a, b plane (x, y plane) arrd the fact that tbe z-axis is parallel to tbe c-axis tbe ratio 
a,/ a& can be deduced from two measurements using only four contacts. Therefore, we 
defined R1 to be tbe ratio of the voltage drop between contacts 2 and 4 to the current 
througb the cantacts 1 and 3 and in the same way we defined.Ra, so: 

R1 = V2./I13 and R2 ., Vu/112 

The ratio of R1 and R2 is determined by the contact spacing, S, the sample tbickness, 
W, and the ratio of the conductivities. The influence of the contact diameter Za, rela
tive to the spacing S is taken into account by a parameter /3 • 

.!. 
R1/R2 = F(a,,6) with a {rJ1/t:J.)2 x W/S and {j=a/S (1) 

Decause Schnabel has presented the iunction F(a, (:l}[see Fig. l(c)], the anisotl"(lpy 
ratio a1/a .. can be deduced knowing the contact spacing and sample thickness. 

We measured the conductivity ratio of n-type GaS and GaSe samples, which had typ
ically an area of 25 mm2 and we re 10-40 j.lm in thickness. Wetook vapour grown crys
tals7 because these had ve:ry few lattice imperfeétions, which may give a contributton 
to the conductivity rJ.. R1 and R2 were measured witb the sametype high-ohmie reais
tanee bridge reported earller3, 

CONTAtTS. 

Decause the :wisotropy measurements as a function of temperature on onè sample 
look several mantbs the cantacts should not show aging effects in addition to the re-

17..1t"--·-700 um=--
10''= -· · GaS 

Ga Se 
{31= =J 

lb. 

w~~~~~2-~-.~,--~,~«~---~~~~, 

FIG. 1 1 (:t) Arrangement of the four contacts on a plate .. 
like sample; a, b :md c :u-e the erystat axes. 1 (b) Sample 
thickness, t'Ontnct diameter and eontact spaeing of the GaS 
and tbe GaSe crystal. 1 (c) The fU11Ction F (a, fl). 
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quirements of low drift and noise. Contacts made of a thin sputtered Sn layer and 
eovered by a thlck evaporated Sn layer which was protected against oxidation by a 
th1n evaporated Au cover have proved to be satisfying. Because pressure certainly 
will influence the conductivity measurements, we carefully mounted the crystal be-

. tween four. platinum wires with just enough tension to hold the crystal in place in a 
sample holder made of fused quartz. In the whole temperature region the insulating 
resli!ltance was at least two orders !)f magnitude greater thàn the sample resistanl:e. 

· RESULTS 

We. succeeded in measuring a series of R1 and· Ra values of the GaS crystal up to 
651) •K. The conductivity ratio proved to be constant. The anisotropyof the GaS.e 
crystaf showed a decrease above 400 °K. The values of R 1 and Ra of this crystal are 
plotted in Fig •. 3 as a tunetion of the inverse temperature. 

FIG. 2. The values of R1 and ~of Oase 
as a functlon of temperaturc. 

FIG. 3. The conduetivlty ratio of GaS 
and OaSe as a flmotion of temperature. 
Solid curve OaSe: the·calculated con
ductlvity ratio in d'l model with a nenrly 
isotropie conduction band. 

PROPOSED MODEL. 

We fixed our attention on GaSe, because the anisotropy cbanged from a constant value 
toa temperature dependent behaviour. This indicatestheexistenceofa nearlyisotropic 
eonduetion band, situated at an energy AE above a strongly anisotropic band. For sim
pHcity the bands were numbered as follows: valenee band: 1, .anisotropic conduction 
band: 2, the nearly isotropie conduction band: 3. Further we set: n2,3 = num}ler of 
electrons in band 2, 3; N2,3 = effective density of states in band 2, 3; o, = conductivity in 
the a-b plane; 111 = conductivity in the direction of the c-axis; f.l 2,., 113,.= mobility in the 
a-b plane; f.la., J.t3., = mobility a long the c-axis; AE= energy difference between the· min-

. ima of band 2 and band 3. 

or 

Then, the anisotropy can be e_,.;pressed as: 

21.. _ !!a f.l& +na P.sx 
O'a - Dz f.la. +ns P.3a 

(2) 

(3) 
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Assuming the mobiHty rilttos to be temperature independe11t, it can be deduced that: 

d(~) /d(~) = ~ [- llz./llh • (!!a..)1 
+ 1 + lls,/llsa • !!a_ _ ~ lls,./llsa .] (4) 

~· . 'I 6E 1 -lla1/lls1 11a 1 -lls./llsa 11, J.l.aa 1 -lls./!1-sa 

We dctcrmined the derivative olu,/u, wilh respect to 1/T ln the temperature range 
2. 1 < 1000/T < 2. 5. See Flg. 2. By using Eq. (4) we calculated the mobillty ratio and 
the cnergy difCerence. · · 

~:./IJ 3, = 5x lol:~t 31/1J 3,=-25and 6E=0.38 eV. 

It should be pointed out that the value 5 x 102 ls nt>arly the same as the low tempera
ture limit of the measurements of u.fu,. With the above mentioned values we calcu
lated the conductivity ratio over the whole temperature range. It is seen in Fig. 3that. 
even at lower temperatures the measured values are covered by this model. 

COMPARISON WITH THE BAND STRUCfVRE. 

The band structure of GaSe as calculated by Kamimura5 contains two different con
duction bands separated by an energy gap of about 50 me V. 9 The lowest band (indirect) 
should be strongly anisotropic, 10 and the upper one, as deduced from magneto-optical 
absorption spectra in the Faraday geometry, 4 should be direct and nearly isotropic. 

This is not in accordance with our results. Some imiication of a higher conduction 
band is obtained from optica I absorption spectra by Fischer ,11 who reported a sharp 

. increase in absorption at a bout 2. 5 eV and from the refractive index measured by 
Brebner and Déverin12 as a function of pboton energy, which showed a change in slope 
at about 2. 5 eV. · 

As far as we know, conductivity measurements on GaSe along the c-axis have been 
reported only by Fredgold and Clark11

• They have calculated an activation energy of 
the conductivity ratio of 0.10 to 0. 12 eV, while we could calculate from our results a 
value of 0. 21 eV in the same temperature region. As the low temperature limit of the 
anisotropy is largely influenced by crystal-imperfections a difference in activation 
energies is possible. 

CONCLUOING REMARKS 

We calculated a nearly isotropie conduction band at an energy of 0. 38 eV above an 
anisotropic one. Therefore, we suppose that the direct gap conduction band in GaSe, 
as reported by Kamimura 5 is anisotropic in terms of conduction just as the indirect 
band is. The anisotropic behaviour of the direct band is supported by the magneto-opti
cal absorption spectra in the Voigt geometry which were a good dea'! more complex than 
in the Faraday geometry. 4 We suggest a nearly isotropie conduction band at about 2. 5 
eV above the valenee band. Moreover, pbotoresponse measurements of metal surface 
barriers on n-type GaSe14 indicate two conduction-bands separated by an energy düfer
ence of 0. 35 eV. 

Expl:lnation of our measurements by a mechanism of hopping along the c-axis yiêll.ded 
an activation energy of 0. 37 eV, (for the third conduction band we found'O. 38 eV), and 
a .Jügh value of the hopping mobility. Therefore, wethink a hopping mechanism is im
probable. 

An estimation of the value of .U: for GaS resulted in 6E.= 0. 9 eV. Besides, some re
sults of photoresponse measurements15 of. metal contaets on n-type GaS showed a second 
conduction bandabout 0. 85 eV above the indirect conduction band. 15 
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Thermoelectric-Power Measurements 
on Gallium-Sulphide Single Crystals. 

Effective Density of States (*). 

A. H. 1\'I. KIPPERMAN and T. B . .A. l\1. SLIEPENBEEK 

Solid State G1·oup, Department of Physics, Technological Univm'sity - Eindhoven 

(ricevuto il 7 Novembre 1968) 

Summary. - Thermoelectric-power measurements were carried out on 
n- and p-type samples GaS. n-type samples were measnred in the range 
from room temperature to 550 °K, p-type samples only at 550 °K because 
of the high resistivity of the p-type samples. From the results ~S. was 
found to be of 1021 cm-3 at room teinperature. This value is in disagree
ment with the theory of Fischer because when using this model an effective 
mass m: = 0.01m0 is found. The model of Fivaz yields a mass of m: = 5m0 • Since the existence of a heavy effective mass of the electrous 
is also supported by the results of Hall measurements. the model of Fivaz 
seems to be the most appropriate. 

1. - Introduction. 

The most important feature in measuring the thermoelectrie power on 
high-ohmie ma.teria.ls is the possibility of ascertaining the type of the ~major 
charge carriers if Hall-effect measurements are very difficult to carry out. On 
the other hand it will provide some information on the depth of the Fermi level. 

Therefore a combination of thermoelectric power and conductivity, together 
with mobility measurements will give some information on the effeetive density 
of states N. and N.,. These valnes may be confronted with the band structures 
of GaSe and GaS as evaluated by FrscHER (1), KAJIH111URA and NAKAO (2), 

(•) Presented at the Symposium on Anisotropy in Layer Structures (Taormina, 
September 18-20, 1968). 

( 1 ) G. FISCHER: Helv. Phys. Acta, 36, 317 (1962). 
( 2 ) H. KAMIMURA and K. NAKAO: Journ. Phys. Soc. Japan, 21, 27 (supplement 1966). 
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BASSANI and PASTORI PARRAVICINI {3) a.nd KAMIMURA and NAKAO (''}, and 
the density of states calculated by FIV AZ and MoosE:R (5

) fora two-dimensional 
crystal lattice: 

Thermoelectric J!Ower measnrements on Ga.Se have been reported by Is:aunov 
et al. (6 )_ a.nd by GUSEINOV and RASULOV: (1). These authors investigated the 
pressure dependenee (uniaxial {0001)-direction) of the thermoolectric power. 
as a function of temperatnre. All their measnrements were carried out on large 
t·rystals grown by the Bridgman technique. The measnrements presented in 
this paper were carried out in the direction of the layers. 

The GaS crystals were grown (L!ETH et al. (8)) by the iodine-transport 
metbod (n-type) and py snblimation (p~type). 

2. - Experiment&. 

Crystals transported with different iodine contents were investigated. The 
resnlts are represented in Fig. 1 for n-type GaS. The conduction type changes 
from n- to p-type, with a de-. 
ereased · iodine content, at a bout 
1.5 mg I 2fcm3• For snblimation . 
grown erystals and those with 
less than 0.5 mg I2fcm3 we ascer
tain a p-type conduction. 

For the measurements on ther
moele<•tric power as a fnnction of 
temperatnre, it is necessary to. 
use low-ohrnie eontacts that must 
to be stabie up to high tempera
tnres. Only in a few cases coultl 
these reqnirements be met. Tbe 
results of the rneasnrements on 

. these crystals are represented in 

2.3 .-'------'-- ·-~-----~-- ···--; 

2.2 

2.1 

5 25 

Fig. I. - Thermoelectrie power of n-Ga.S at 
room temperature normal to the c-axis; for 
different· eontents of iodine used during trans
port. a) 2.5 mg I9fem8 ; b) 6.5 mg I9fem3 ; 

c) 1().5 mg I2 /em3 • 

Jt'ig. 2. If we assume one relevant donor N D at EJJ whic_h is compensated by 
a number of 1\(\Ceptors NÁ, the donor depth ED and the compensation NÁ/ND 

' 
( 3) F. BASSANI and G. PASTORI PARRAVICINI: Nuovo Cimento, B 50, 95 (1967). 
( 4 ) H. KAMIMURA and G. NAKAO: Journ. Phys. Boe. Japan, 24, 1313 (1968). 
(5 ) R. FxvM;; and E. MoosER: Phys. Rev., 163, 143 (1967). 
( 6 ) F. J. IsMAILOV, G. A. AKUNDOV and 0. R. YERNICH: Phys. Stat. Bol., 17, 

K 237 (1966). . 
. (1) G. D. GusEINOV and A. J. RASULOV: Pkys. Stat. Bol., 18, 911 (1966). 

(8 ) R. M. A. LIETH, H. J. M. HEIJLtGERS and C. W. M.VANDERHEIJDEN: Mater. 
Bei. Eng., 2, 193 (1967). 
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(•an be <·akuluted from the thermoelcctric power Qth as follows: 

2.0 

1.5 

_____ ___.L_.... __ 

2.0 2.5 
1000/T 

3.0 

where the quotient of t~e transport in
tegrals LW and Lw is several times kT. 

},or GaS we calculated a donor 
depth ED 0.57 eV and a compen
sation rate 0.6 < N .d/N D < 0.9, both 
from the curves in }'ig. 2. 

Fig. 2. - Thermoelootrie power of n
GaS and Ga.Se as a funetion of tem
perature. Measured normal to the c-axis. 

A Ke 31; o J9; x· n-GaSe. 

8. - Effeetive density of states Ne. ·-,_ 

From the results of thermoelectric power QtJ>., conductivity u, and Hall 
mobilit.y Pu• the effcctive density of states can be calculated. However, it is 
necessary to measure Qt.h and u simultaneously to avoid the influence of slow 
fllling-up of deep traps. These were emptied dudng the previous illumination 
of the crystal under the mounting procedure. Owing to the fact that we are 
measuring hi the lattic~ scattering region it is permissiblc to measure the Hall 
mobility afterwards. 

The effective density of states N~ is then evaluated frJm 

u · e 0.43 L<•1 

log-;-log,uu+ 0.!3·;,;-Qth= log Ne+ kT LW· 

This calculation is carried out for the two GaS crystals Ke 31-1 and J9. 
The Hall effect measurements of Ke 31-1 which was a rather defective crystal 
showed a temperature dependenee of about 

. p:~-4. 
,..__,] 6.7 (aoor om•fV•·· 

i 

All the crystals from the J9 batch shored a normal temperature dependenee 
of the mobility, 'IJÎZ. · 

. ,uu=2.2 [exp [6~ ]-1] cm•/Vs. . 
. 
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The <'alenlatPd Yalueii of log- Xe ,- (0.43/k'l')(IP'i.J; ll) arP n·pt'('>it'lll<'ll af' a huwtion 
of tomperatme in Fig. 3. 

The differe1we in the rt>snltl-; for (•ry:-;tal;; Kt• ;) 1-1 mul ,J!l may haYP het•n 
f'aused by the large number of erystal imperfedions in Ke 3J -1. Tht> :-wattering 
of crystal J9 agreer; with tht> two-
dimensional model of FIYAZ and 
:àloosrm (5 ), besidcs, the crystal was 
very perfect. Thert>fore we wiJl an
alyse the reStllts of tlds crystal. 

In the measured temperature 
range the h·anRport term (11.43/kT). 

· (D 3
) /Dil) 0.8, so 'H\ fiwl log K, "'·' 

=~ 20.8 at T = 300 °K. 

Confront.ing thiil re:-uli witlr Ute 

effectin~ dcnsity of statN; ralr-ulatcd 
by FrscHEn and by FIYAZ, we ohtain: 

FISCHEU: 

log N, 22 

+! log(T/300) +i log (m:Jm0 ) cm-3 

at '1' = 300 oK, this meam t.hat 
* me >:::; O.Olm0 • 

In view of the existP.n<:e of heavy 
electrous in the conduction band this 
iments. 

FIV AZ: 

27~5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
logT K. 

}'ig. :1. - Effeetive densiiy of states N., 
i11cludiug hansport term, for GaS normal 
to tlw c-axis as a. ftmdion of h•mpPrature. 

o J9; + K(• 31. 

model does not agree with thc exper-

log N. = 20.1 log (T/300) +log (1n:/m0 ) em-3 for 1. kT, at T = 300 oK, 

this means that. m: = 5m0 • This result agrees very well with t.he value of 
m: = 5.7m0 , calculated by KAMIMUUA and NAKAO (4 ) from their band st.ructure. 

Therefore we conclude that the model of Frv AZ for the conduction band 
is the most appropriate. This may be supported by a tenden<'y of N. to increase 
with TH at lower temperatures. 

The deviation from this TH dependenee above 400 oK may be caused for 
instanee by the temperature dependenee of the anisotropy of GaS. Som-e pre
liminary measurements on p-type GaS, carried out at 500 oK, indicated the 
same value for N. as was calculated for N •. 

* * * 
The alithors wish to thank Prof. Dr. F. VA::'i DEH MAESEN for his constant 

interest and helpful discussions. 
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RIAS 8 UNTO (•) 

Si sono fatte delle misure di potenza termoelettrica sn campioni di Gal:t di tipo n e p, 
Si sono fatte Ie misure, nel caso dei campiorii del tipo n, nell'intervallo da.lla tempe
ratura ambiente a 550 °K, nel caso dei campioni del tipo p, solo a 550 °K, a causa 
dell'alta resistività. dei campioni del tipo p. Dai risultati si è trovato che N, è di 1021 cm-3 

a temperatura ambiente. Qnesto valore è in disaccordo con la teoria di Fischer poiché 
usando questo modello si trova uria massa e:ffettiva. m: = O.Olmo. Col modello di Fivaz 
si ha m: = 5m0 • Poiché l'esistenza. di una grande massa e:ffettiva degli elettroni è 
anche sostenuta dai risultati delle misure dell'e:ffetto Hall, il modello di Fivaz sembra 
essere il piu appropriato. 

(•) Trailwsiane a cura della ~. 

lf3MePemm TepM03JieKTpo.!UimKYIQeÎi CIIJihl B MOBOJqiiiCTBJIJie cy~H,!Çl I"WWJJIHH. 

3~Bb DJJOTBoen. cocTOHHBi. 

Pe3IOMe (*). - llpoBOJ.niJIHCb H3MepeHHJI TepM03JieKTpO.li.BJDKYmeit CRJibt na o6pa3n;ax 

GaS n- n p-mlloB. 06pa3D;bi n-THna H3Mep1f.JIHCL B o6nacm TeMIIepaTYp OT KOMHaTHoA: 

,0:0 550 °K, o6pa3IJ;bt p-THna H3Mep1f.JIHCL TOJibKO ttpH TeMIIepaType 550 °K, H3·3a 6oJibmoro 

conpomnneHIDI o6pa3n;on p-THna. H3 no.JIY'!eHHLtx pelyni>TaTOB 6hlJio BaJI,n:eno, 'ITO N. 
COCTaBJIHCT 102-l CM-3 11pH 1\0MHaTHOÖ: TeMIIepayYpe. 3Ta BeJIHllHHa npOTHBOpe'DlT TCOPHH 

<l>mnepa, fiOTOMY 'ITO npn HCfiOJib30Ba&HH 3TOit MO,O:CJIH fiOJIY'{aeTCH ~KTHBHag Macca 

m! O.Olm0 • Mo.n:enb <l>nnau;a .z.aeT Maccy m: 5m8• Tu KaK cymecTBoBaHHe TJDJreJioA: 

3q,ipeKTHBHOÖ: MaCCLI 3JICKTpOHOB TaiOire fiO,n:TBepat,naeTCH pe3YJibTaTaMH H3MepeHHÖ 

~1\Ta XoJIJia, TO MO,O:CJib 41mtau;a, fiOBHJ.n!MOMY, 1JBJ~gCYC.lf HaHOOJiee fiOJÇf.O~il 
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Thermoelectric power and electrical conductivity of layer compounds 

n-GaS and n-GaSe. 

A.H.M. Kipperman 

Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, 

Nether lands. 

The effective density of states Ne of n-GaS and n-GaSe are calculated from 

the thermoelectric power, the conductivity and the Hall mobility. From the 

results on GaS, N is found to be Jo21 cm-3 at room temperature. c 

The N value of the upper conduction band in GaSe appears to be approx. 
c 

22 -3 
10 cm at room temperature. 

Introduetion 

Thermoelectric power measurements have proved to be useful in the determina-

tion of the type of the charge carriers in particular for high ohmic materi-

als as GaS and GaSe. Moreover, it is possible to determine the effective 

density of states Ne from the thermoelectric power Qth• the conductivity a 

and the Hall mobility ~H I) 

We measured a, Qth and ~H on n-type GaS and n-type GaSe and derived from the 

results values of the effective density of states Ne. 

The measurements were carried out on plaauike crystals in the direction of 

their layers, which crystals had been grown in this laboratory by the iodine 

transport methad (Lieth et al. Z)). 

After mounting the samples, trapping effects were observed for a few days in 

a, Qth' and to a slight extend in the Hall effect measurements in the impuri

ty scattering. region. Therefore, we kept the samples in darkness for several 
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days and measured Cl and Qth simultaneously; 1110reover,. we :rest:riet:ed die 

t:emperature region to vbere the lat:t:ice scat:t:eriDc dolmi.aated die illlplllria:y 

scatt:eriq. 

For the meaaurement:s of Qtb as a funct:ion of te~B!fM!rature it: is liiJeCe'SSiUY 

to use lov ot.ic coatacts that BISt he st:ahle up to lni.gb t:emperai.D:JI':'es. <Oimliy 

in a fev cases could these requireaent:s be 1111et:. 

We measured Qth and Cf on several sa~~~ples of n-CaS alllid mr-GaSe,. alllid ~ ltJ'I!Ili

cal curves are represent:ed in figures I and 2. 

We reported earlier 1) tbe Hall 1110bilit:y of n-GaS,. riz. 

Pa = 2.2 [ exp (633/T) - I ) 2 
CD. /V sec Oll 

and p
8 

of GaSe bas been measured in tbis laboratory by Peyoeolborgh l) as a 

function of ti!IIIJ,M!rat:ure and proved to he: 

IJs • 115 (T/300)-l.t 2 
Clll /V sec (2) 

AIJsumina one relevant nuaber of donors !lid at: level Jb• eGIIII(M!DSabld by a--

1ter of acceptors. B_.,. we were able to calculate ~- Ec fna t:he CGIIIduc::t:iri

ty ... Hall effect IMUurt!IMiltS in tbe usua1 vay. Frc. tbe ~ 'lp 

ft deriftl4 ~ - E c by usïna tbe follovina f~la: 

2 I 
Qth • I ~- Ec I/ eT+ {L /L - In [Oiu- BJiiBA)} a (k/e) 

· vbere tbe qaot:ient of tbe t:ransport int:earala L 
2 

and L 
1 

equals a fev ltÎIIIIIIS • 

Calculat:i- of ~ - Ec fra. u,. Pa and ~h ~sults in 0.56 end 0.51 e'f for C. 

For GaSa we fouad averaae values of 0.9 and 0.4 e'f for the slopea,. respeet:i-' 

vely. 
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higher conduction band in GaSe (in that paper we labelled this band '3' 

and the lower band '2'). So, for the interpretation of o, uH' and Qth we 

used these two bands in a mixed conduction model. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

o2 and o3 represent the partial conductivities of the lower and the upper 

band, respectively, Q2 and Q
3 

the values of the thermoelectric power, u
2 

and u3 the respective carrier mobilities, and N2 and N
3 

the effective den

sities of states. In accordance with anisotropy measurements mentioned 

above we found a good fit of the results into the model with u
3

N
3
/u2N2 • 

1.5 x 103 • In figures I and 2 are represented the two componentsof o and 

Qth' As can be seen from these figures, the measured values are to be ex

plained in a mixed conduction band. 

3 The v ue of u3/u2 is approx. 10 , so uH approaches very closely u3• There-

fore, it is not possible to calculate the effective densities of states of 

the two conduction bands, and we have to restriet ourselfs to N3• This is 

represented in figure 3. 

When we extrapolate to T • 300 K, and take the transport term to be the 

22 -3 
same as for GaS, we obtain for N3 the value of approx. 10 cm 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die effective Zustandsdichte Ne des n-Types GaS und des n-Types GaSe sind 

aus der Thermospannung, der Leitfähigkeit und der Hall-Beweglichkeit be-

rechnet worden. Aus den gemesseoen Werten ging hervor, dass fÜr GaS bei T 

21 -3 300 K,Ne den Wert von 10 cm haben sollte. 

Der N -Wert des oberen Leitungsbandes des GaSe erwiess sich etwa 1022 cm- 3 
c 

zu sein, ebenfalls bei T = 300 K. 
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Captions 

Figure I: Thermoelectric power vs temperature of n-type Gase, and of 

n-type GaSeO. The latter has been divided into the contri-

butions of the upper conduction band Q
3 

and the lower band Q2 • 

Figure 2: Conductivity vs temperature of n-type Gase, n-type Gaseo, 

The latter has been divided into the contributions of the two 

conduction bands 

Figure 3: Effective density of states Ne plus transport term Tr vs tem

perature. e represents n-type GaS, and 0 the upper conduction 

band of GaSe, the latter being indicated by the ends of the 

· d +I . 1 h measured regton. The temperature depen ence T ts a so s own. 
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VIII 

PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY OF THE LAYER COMPOUND N-TYPE GaSe 

A.H.M. Kipperman and R.J.F.J. Schmeits 

Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, 

Netherlands. 

Investigation of the photoconductivity of n-GaSe has shown that an additio

nal conduction band at 0.4 eV above the fundamental edge is very likely, as 

is in agreement with the model of Kipperman et.al. The effects can easily 

be observed when the electric field is oriented //c-axis. 

I. Introduetion 

The photoconductivity of the layer compounds GaS and GaSe has been investi

gated by several authors, viz. Brebner l), Bube Z) and Kipperman 3>, in 

particular in the vicinity of the band edge. Recently Kipperman et al. 4) 

proposed the existence of an additional conduction band in GaSe with highly 

mobile electrans at approx. 0.4 eV above the fundamental egde. This band bas 

not been observed in the optical absarptien (see e.g. Bassani S), but will 

appear in its photoconductivity, if the mobility is sufficiently high. 

Owing to the layer structure the crystals grow as thin platelets, the c

axes normal to their surfaces. So we were able to apply four cantacts on 

the platelet with which we measured the photoconductivity in the plane of 

the layer ( 1 c-axis). Owing to this crystal habit we were able to measure 

only the photocurrent in the direction normal to the layers. 

In these two bands we suppose the difference in the mobilities parallel to 

the c~axis to be greater than the difference in those normal to this axis. 

Therefore a greater effect of the higher conduction band on the photoconduc

tivity is to be expected in the parallel case. 

In thfs paper we present photocoductivity measurements on n-GaSe as a func-

tion of pboton energy in the range of 1.8 to 2.7 eV. 
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2. Experiments 

We used a tungsten lamp with a 0.25 m Jarrel Ash grating monochromator as 

a light souree combined with suitable filters for the suppression of the 

second order spectra and with neutral density filters to maintain the num

ber of photons constant. The photons were detected by a Ge-photodiode. 

(Philips OAPI2) in a short-circuit arranaement calibrated against a com

pensated thermopile (Kipp). 

Jn order te reduce the darkeurrent we carried out the measurements at a 

low tel'lperature, - 50°C proving to he sufficient. The four contacts for 

tlHè c<:nduct ivi ty measurcmcnts ( 1 c-axis) v:ere made cf & puttered Sn, wetted 

;,j tb liquid •;a-Sn mixture. Ue measured the intensity dE.pend~>ucc ,,f the 

photoeonductivi ty and found i t to be linear or slightly sublinear, inde

pendent of pboton energy. The photoconductivity as a tunetion of phctcn 

energy was measured in several overlapping ranges, each at constant photon 

intensity. The contacts were on the non-illuminated side of the sample. 

From these measurements we calculated the photoconductivity curve at con

stant pboton intensity, the solid line in figure I. 

The photocurrent //c-axis was measured with a semi-transparent Sn contact 

on the illuminated front of the sample and a thick Sn contact at the bÁck. 

The pboton intensity was kept constant. The photocurrent ia repreaented in 

tigure 2. 

3. Discussion 

The photoconductivity measurements l c-axis with the centacts at the back 

of the sample showed a decrease at increasing pboton energy. This çan be 

explained as follows. The absorption coefficient increases with increasinc 

pboton energy, and consequently the generation of carriers in the vicinity 

of the centacts decreases because of the strong absorption at the front of 

the crystal. Since the holes are supposed to be almost immobile in the 
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d . . f h . 6 ) . . 1rect1on o t e c-axls and d1ffus1on may therefon' be neglected we 

tried a model with a region o at the rear of the sample in which the ge-

nerated carriers determined the conduction, see figure 3a. 

When we take into account that the recombination is linear and further 

neglect the reflection on the back of the sample, the photoconductivity ~o 

can be expressed as: 

~a= c 1
0 

exp (-ad) [exp (ao) - I] (I ) 

where c is a constant, 1
0 

is the photon intensity in the surface and a the 

absorption coefficient. Assuming that exp (ao) >>I, then formula (I) can 

be simplified to 

c 1
0 

exp (- ad + ao) (2) 

Owing tothefact that just above the band edge, i.e. between 2.1 and 2.2 

eV, single band conduction exists, we are able to fit formula (2) in the 

measured photoconductivity by using the absorption coefficient published 

by Bassani 5). This procedure gives us the values 

d - 0 9 ~m, with d 55 ~m o 46 ~m. 

Our assumption exp (ao) >> I is valid since a > 1000 cm-I 

Using formula (2) we calculated the photoconductivity at higher energies 

with the aid of the known values of a, this is the dotted line in figure I. 

The difference between the calculated and the measured photoconductivity 

makes an additional conduction above 2.4 eV likely (see inset of figure 1). 

So the above-mentioned difference in mobili~ies is supported by this result. 
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We now consider the arrangement of figure 3b. We assume that the recombi-

nation is linear, the reflection r by the rear contact is less than 0.2 

and the mobility is a constant. Further, let I be the current denslty, V 

the applied voltage and c a constant. The photoconductivity //c-axis (z-

direction) as a function of this z is given by: 

~o(z) m ca !
0 

[exp (- az) + r exp (az- 2 ad)] (3) 

and, neglecting the darkconductivity, we find for the total voltage: 

V 1 -I 
J 6o dz = 

J [arctan (r)~ - arctan (exp(-~ad~-~~l~n~r~))~l~ 
c a2 

I (r)! exp (-ad) 
0 

Using the above assumption r < 0.2 along with the fact that ad > 2 for this 

sample, the relation (4) can be simplified to 

J 
2 -1 V c a I (exp (- ad) - I ] 

0 
(5) 

In the same way as before, we fitted the measured values of the photocurrent 

in the region 2.1 < hv < 2.2 eV in relation (5). Further, we calculated the 

extrapolation using the absorption values, a, publisbed by Bassani S) 

The result is represented by the dotted line in figure 2. 

From the difference between the two curves in this figure it fellows that 

an additional conduction band at about 2.4 eV is likely, to exist. 

A remark has to be ~de on the change in each of the photocurrents at about 

2.2 eV and 2.6 eV photon energy. This was typical of all our samples and 

may have been caused by generation of electrens from a valenee band at 

about 0.2 eV below the fundamental one. We suppose that that band arises 

from the lifted degeneracy by spin-orbit coupling. 
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We have also to discuss the difference between the photoconductivity value 

at the exciton energy and the one found at that energy above the band edge 

having the same absorption coefficient. The difference was large when the 

electric field was //c-axis and very small when the field was !c-axis, 

as recent measurements showed. 

Bube 2) reported photoconductivity measurements with the field // and l 

c-axis and bis curves showed the same behaviour. 

As we supposed that the polarisation of the excitons by the electric field 

applied contributed to the photoconductivity, we had to compare the "Schub

weg" of the carriers with the nett displacement of the postitive and nega

tive charges of the excitons. We wanted to limit this displacement to 

about a quarter of the exciton "diameter" (40 Î according to Brebner and 

Mooser 6). An estimated value of the "Schubweg" //c-axis is 50 Rand this 

is but five times the 10 R displacement of the exciton. 

Whereas the "Schubweg" l c-axis will be approx. 5000 Î, the contribution 

of the excitons to the photoconductivity l c-axis is neglectible. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The presumption of the existence of a conduction band at 2.4 eV in GaSe, 

which is characterised by relatively high mobility, is supported by the 

photoconductivity measurements. The surface recombination velocity seems 

to be low for excitons and for free electron-hole pairs because of the 

high value of the photoconductivity and its increase at high pboton energies. 

The behaviour observed at 2.2 eV and 2.6 eV will be a subject for further in

vestigation, also in the field of the optical measurements, e.g. electrore

flectance. 
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